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“When I’m meeting my girlfriend for dinner, roadway construction 
means missing our reservation. It’s frustrating, but only an 
inconvenience. When I’m on the job, a delay can be the difference 
between life and death. With asphalt, construction typically happens 
at times when fewer cars are on the road, and the delays are counted 
in minutes. That matters.”

-Lee Look | Fireman | Boyfriend
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DRIVABILITY MATTERS
GETTING THERE ON TIME IS ALWAYS IMPORTANT

SPEED OF CONSTRUCTION 
It’s just one of the ways asphalt delivers drivability. 

The Asphalt Pavement Alliance is a partnership of the Asphalt Institute, National Asphalt Pavement Association, and the State Asphalt Pavement Associations.
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The APWA Reporter, the official magazine of 
the American Public Works Association, covers 
all facets of public works for APWA members 
including industry news, legislative actions, 
management issues and emerging technologies.
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ater covers 71 percent 
of the earth’s surface, is 
vital to every aspect of 

life, and is present in many forms. 
Drought, El Niño, floods, hurricanes, 
blizzards—depending on where you 
reside you likely have a unique attitude 
and challenge with respect to ensuring 
that this resource is properly managed 
for distribution and storage. What 
happens when we experience periods 
of too much or too little water? Can we 
leverage our experiences to help others 
dealing with the same challenges?

Weather has changed history. 
Washington’s army at the Battle of 
Long Island in August 1776 consisted 
of volunteers without uniforms and 
many lacking weapons compared to 
the British army. Fortunately, a thick 
fog rolled in and allowed the colonial 
army to retreat to fight another day. 
What happens when weather is 
extreme and devastating?

Severe weather events are becoming 
seemingly more common as 
experienced in 2015 including the 
Northeast blizzard, flooding in Texas, 
and extended drought in the western 
states. We need to learn from our 
experiences and share these lessons 
with each other so that we are all 
better equipped to manage our critical 
resource.

Lessons learned from past events are 
abundant and accessible; we just need 
to identify those that are applicable 
and incorporate this information 
into emergency response plans. The 
lessons vary and include enhanced 
communication, improved tools and 
training, action for use of limited 

resources, cleanup response, along 
with other equally important topics.

In 2005, Hurricane Katrina devastated 
the southern states and the lessons 
learned were analyzed not just at the 
local level but also at the federal level 
since this event was so far reaching. 
While it is unrealistic to think that even 
the strongest framework can perfectly 
anticipate and assist with overcoming 
all challenges in a crisis as vast as 
this one, identifying and changing 
the way we respond will be critical to 
ensuring that we are more prepared 
for future severe weather events. After 
Hurricane Katrina, four critical flaws 
in our national preparedness were 
evident including: processes for unified 
management of the national response; 
command and control structures 
within the federal government; 
knowledge of our preparedness 
plans; and regional planning and 
coordination. The good news is that we 
continue to learn from this event and 
share the results to assist with a more 
effective response in the future.

During 2011, a supercell that spanned 
380 miles and lasted more than seven 
hours produced several tornadoes 
that ransacked multiple states, 
particularly Alabama (where the storm 
was extremely destructive), Arkansas, 
Georgia, Mississippi, Tennessee and 
Virginia and claimed the lives of 321 
people. Social media changed history 
for this event. The information relayed 
by affected populations through 
social media sites allowed the public 
and emergency response agencies to 
inform disaster services on the ground. 
They were also able to mobilize 
additional resources to those areas 
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that had not yet been served. Social 
media has played an important role in 
disseminating information before and 
during other severe weather events for 
many years; this event helped to clarify 
the social media role post-disaster.

In 2013, Hurricane Sandy crippled 
New York City for days and changed 
the northern Mid-Atlantic coastline 
with record storm surge and strong 
winds. This storm event offered an eye-
opening preview of the impact that 
storms could have on other coastal 
locations as sea levels continue to 
rise. There were four critical lessons 
learned from this storm event. First, 
coastal development practices that 
encourage growth in vulnerable areas 
need to be reconsidered. Second, this 
storm provided proof of the value of 
maintaining a robust weather and 
climate forecasting infrastructure. 
Third, a disconnect was exposed 
between the weather community, 
emergency management officials, and 
the public when it comes to warnings 
about an unusually complicated severe 

weather hazard. And lastly, while direct 
links between the storm and climate 
change1 are questionable to some, this 
storm is a window into the outcome of 
other coastal development with respect 
to the combination of long-term, 
global warming-related sea level rise 
and storm surges from hurricanes.

On January 17, 2014, California 
Governor Jerry Brown declared a 
drought state of emergency2; this 
was the third driest year on record 
for California. The drought has 
impacted much of the western states 
region for the past four years. Over 
this period, the lessons learned have 
varied depending on the area but the 
main changes that have taken place 
involve groundwater legislation; 
increased spending on water projects 
(particularly storage and alternative 
supply); water independence 
(increased use of capturing/using local 
water); adapting to variable water 
supplies or increasing water portfolios 
to offset potable water; and enhanced 
community awareness and support.

In mid-December a geological survey 
report highlighted in USA Today 
showed the continued decline in the 
overall water held in the Ogallala 
Aquifer (which provides potable 
water to large areas of the Midwest) as 
agriculture continues to draw down 
this resource at unrestricted rates. As 
the population continues to grow 
and water becomes increasingly more 
challenging to manage, we need to 
work together to share information 
and continue to improve the tools we 
have to ensure that we are prepared, 
proactive, and efficient in responding 
to changing events. We belong to a 
valuable organization that provides us 
with the benefit of a vast amount of 
knowledge and the capability to not 
only share but obtain the expertise of 
nearly 30,000 professionals across the 
U.S., Canada, and beyond our borders.

1 http://www.climatecentral.org/news/
how-global-warming-made-hurricane-sandy-
worse-15190

2 https://www.gov.ca.gov/news.php?id=18368



“We perceive certain things when we hear ‘Republican’ or ‘Democrat’—
preconceived ideas of what Republicans or Democrats think on issues—
when in fact, it should come down to what do we as citizens think on 

these issues. It’s about us as a society surviving and the ability to endure, 
and that’s what true sustainability is.”

– Bob Dixson, Mayor, Greensburg, Kansas
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urrent federal regulations of 
water pollutants trace their 
legal roots to the Federal Water 

Pollution Control Act Amendments of 
1972. Commonly known as the Clean 
Water Act (CWA), this sweeping law 
gave the federal government expansive 
authority to improve water quality 
in the United States by regulating 
pollutants. The law was needed to 
address hundreds of years of water 
pollution, which by the 1960s had led 
our waterways to be full of bacteria 
and pollutants to the point that they 
could no longer sustain life and were 
notoriously catching fire.

The CWA has led to major 
improvements in water quality, and 
while last amended in 1987 with 
the adding of measures to address 
nonpoint pollutants, 55% of our 
streams are impaired according 
to the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). We have also hit a 
funding wall, and with around 800 
water main breaks each day, keeping 
up with the decay of our current 
system is challenging alone. With the 
tremendous advances in engineering, 
technology, and environmental 
science, we can modernize the law and 
make it more robust and agile so that it 
can make further improvements to  
 

water quality while maximizing scarce 
taxpayer dollars.

There is a great deal of uncertainty with 
the scope of the CWA. Since 2001 there 
have been two Supreme Court cases 
on the matter, and one is likely in the 
next year. The EPA has become a highly 
politicized agency, and the rulemaking 
process is too unwieldy for a rule to be 
crafted that builds consensus on this 
contentious matter. Congress needs to 
step in, clarify the scope of the law, and 
modernize the Clean Water Act for the 
twenty-first century.

Congress should consider a 
comprehensive, integrated 
watershed approach to water 
resources management with all key 
stakeholders, including agricultural, 
commercial, industrial, recreational, 
and municipal service providers. The 
only path to this approach is with 
broad-based stakeholder involvement 
in conjunction with public input 
throughout the entire legislative 
process. A watershed approach is more 
cost-effective, limits duplications 
of effort, and increases efficiency in 
meeting water quality goals. Further, 
it would ensure that those who 
contribute to pollution clean up what 
they contribute, instead of burdening  
 

local governments and taxpayers with 
the responsibility.

Further, the permitting process 
under the CWA is cumbersome and 
prolonged, consuming dollars that 
could be better spent on water quality 
or infrastructure improvements. For 
example, the permitting process could 
be improved with tighter integration 
of the Army Corps of Engineers to 
its sister organizations like the Fish 
and Wildlife Service. Permits should 
also be available for longer than 
five years so that communities are 
better able to properly budget the 
cost of compliance, while addressing 
other non-permit required priorities 
associated with the quality of our 
nation’s waters.

With 2016 being an election year and 
the twilight days of President Obama’s 
administration in view, it is unlikely 
that such a comprehensive bill will 
become law in the next year. Rather 
than be passive, this is the time for 
those in public works to determine 
what they want out of CWA reform. 
The opportunity is there to improve 
our nation’s waters, and APWA should 
lead the way.

Josh Reiner can be reached at (202) 218-
6734 or jreiner@apwa.net.

Public Works should lead the way towards 
Clean Water Act reform

Josh Reiner
Government Affairs Manager
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C.

WASHINGTON INSIGHT
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Joyce Huggins
HR Associate
Nominations/Elections Staff Liaison
American Public Works Association, Kansas City, Missouri

Call for nominations to APWA Board of Directors issued

PWA’s National and Regional 
Nominating Committees are 
currently issuing a call for 

nominations for Board of Directors 
positions.

President-Elect and Director-at-
Large Positions
The National Nominating Committee 
is currently accepting nominations of 
candidates for President-Elect and At-
Large Directors seats in the functional 
areas of Engineering & Technology, 
Environmental Management, 
Leadership & Management, and 
Transportation. For 2016, those elected 
to office will begin their term at PWX 
in Minneapolis, MN, August 2016.
 
The President-Elect serves a one-year 
term as President-Elect, followed 
by one-year terms as President and 
Past President, respectively. At-Large 
Directors’ terms of office are two-year 
terms, with a maximum of three 
consecutive two-year terms.

At-Large Director Positions
Engineering & Technology: David L. 
Lawry, P.E., Chicago, Ill., is completing 
his second two-year term and is eligible 
for a third two-year term.

Environmental Management: William 
E. Spearman, III, P.E, Columbia, S.C., 
is completing his second two-year 
term and is eligible for a third two-year 
term.

Leadership & Management: Cora 
Jackson-Fossett, PWLF, Los Angeles, 
Calif., is completing her third two-year  

term and is not eligible for another 
term as Director-at-Large.

Transportation: Kathleen Davis, 
Olympia, Wash., is completing her 
first two-year term and is eligible for a 
second two-year term.

APWA members wishing to put names 
before the National Nominating 
Committee should send a letter of 
recommendation for each suggested 
candidate in care of the National office 
of APWA by 5:00 p.m. EDT, April 1, 
2016.

Regional Director Positions
There are four Regional Director 
positions open for nomination 
this year. Regional Nominating 
Committees will set the ballot for 
Regional Directors in Regions III, IV, 
VII, and IX. Current Regional Directors 
include:

• Region III: Bo Mills, PWLF, 
Germantown, Tenn., is completing 
his third two-year term and is 
not eligible for another term as a 
Regional Director.

• Region IV: Tommy J. Brown, PWLF, 
La Grange, Ga., is completing 
his third two-year term and is 
not eligible for another term as a 
Regional Director.

• Region VII: Maher Hazine, P.E., 
PWLF, Goodyear, Ariz., is completing 
his first two-year term and is eligible 
for a second two-year term.

• Region IX: Jill M. Marilley, P.E, 
MPA, PWLF, Shoreline, Wash., is 

completing her second two-year 
term and is eligible for a third two-
year term.

Regional Directors’ terms of office are 
two-year terms, with a maximum of 
three consecutive two-year terms. For 
2016, those elected to office will begin 
their term at PWX in Minneapolis, 
MN, August 2016.

How to Self-Nominate or Nominate 
an Individual for the National Board 
of Directors
Candidate nominations may be self-
nomination, may be submitted by any 
APWA member, or by a chapter.

A package of information (electronic 
format is preferred) must be submitted 
on each nominee to contain the 
following:

1. A letter of nomination addressed 
to the Region III, IV, VII, or IX 
Nominating Committee or to the 
National Nominating Committee 
(whichever is applicable). The 
letter must affirm that the nominee 
has expressed a willingness to 
serve in the office for which he/
she is being nominated, the office 
designation for which he/she 
is being nominated, and a brief 
statement to indicate the person’s 
appropriateness for the office.

2. A current photo of the nominee 
and a letter from the nominee’s 
employer stating acceptance of the 
time commitment involved with the 
position. Questions related to time 

A
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commitment for Board positions 
should be directed to Joyce Huggins 
who will put nominees in contact 
with a current Board member.

Each nomination must be in a 
separate letter. Electronic submissions 
are preferred. All nominations and 
questions should be directed to:

Joyce Huggins
APWA
2345 Grand Boulevard
Suite 700
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 595-5205
jhuggins@apwa.net

The Board of Directors has issued a 
policy that the nominations process 
utilized by the National Nominating 
Committee for the President-Elect 
and At-Large Directors and the 

Regional Nominating Committees 
for the Regional Directors will be a 
“selection” process by the committee, 
not a “campaign” for office. The Board 
strongly discourages “campaign” 
activity and expenditure of funds in 
support of a candidacy.

Profile of an ideal candidate

Required for all offices:

• APWA member in good standing, 
with all dues and service fees paid

Desired for all offices:

• Knowledgeable and articulate on 
matters associated with public 
works and willing to serve as a 
spokesperson for APWA

• Highly respected in community; 
solid professional, ethical character

• Active in Chapter, Committee, 
Council of Chapters activities

• Committed to APWA and its values 
and growth of the association

• Willing to devote the time necessary 
to the fulfillment of the duties

Desired for President-Elect:

• Service in a leadership or officer role 
in an APWA chapter

• APWA national service; experience 
on the APWA Board of Directors is 
highly desirable

• Continuous membership in APWA 
for the last five years in a voting 
eligible classification

• Employed in the field of public 
works for five years within the last 
ten years, in a middle or higher 
management capacity
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• High ethical and moral standards

• Demonstrated leadership ability

• Personal commitment to public 
works

• Broad understanding of public works 
elements, issues and disciplines

• Exhibits qualities of national stature

• Reputation of professionalism

Composition of Nominating 
Committees

National Nominating Committee. 
The National Nominating Committee 
is a nine-member committee with one 
member appointed from each APWA 
region. Names of members serving on 
the National Nominating Committee 
are considered open and available to 
any member. Members of the National 
Nominating Committee represent 
the association, not their individual 
regions. The two most immediate 
APWA Past Presidents will be appointed 
to guide and facilitate the nomination 
process but will not vote or attempt to 
influence the members of the National 
Nominating Committee.

All candidates will be considered 
for the position for which they have 
submitted (either President-Elect or At-
Large Director). The names of members 
under consideration for any position 
on the Board of Directors will be made 
available to any person requesting. All 
members will be advised of this policy 
in advance of submitting their name as 
a candidate.

The Committee will determine 
the operations of the Committee 
and process for candidate selection 
at their organizational meeting. 
The Committee will interview all 
candidates for President-Elect and 
determine if interviews may be held 
for “finalist” candidates for At-Large 
Director positions. The candidates 
will be selected by majority vote of 

the Committee and the Committee 
has the flexibility to place more than 
one candidate on the ballot if they so 
choose. The Committee will report the 
names of candidates for each position 
to be voted upon at the annual 
election.

Regional Nominating Committees
All Regional Nominating Committees 
will be established with a member 
from each chapter in the region and 
appointed by the National President 
after requesting input from the 
appropriate Chapter Presidents. 
Members of the Regional Nominating 
Committees represent the association, 
not their individual chapters.

All candidates will be considered 
for the position for which they have 
submitted. The names of members 
under consideration will be made 
available to any person so requesting. 
All members will be advised of this 
policy in advance of submitting their 
name as a candidate.

Confidentiality
In order to promote and encourage full, 
open and unfettered dialogue among 
members of the National Nominating 
Committee and members of individual 
Regional Nominating Committees, 
discussions among the Committee 
members and Past Presidents regarding 
candidate qualifications, strengths 
and weaknesses, ranking and other 
matters related to candidates are 
strictly confidential. Violation of 
confidentiality is a serious offense 
and may be considered a violation of 
APWA’s “Standards of Professional 
Conduct.”

Joyce Huggins can be reached at (816) 
595-5205 or jhuggins@apwa.net.

Nominations for National APWA 
Committee Appointment
APWA is now soliciting nominations 
for appointments to national level 

committees/task forces/external 
relationships for the August 2016-
2017 year. Step forward and offer your 
expertise to your profession. Beginning 
February 8, 2016, information on 
appointments may be obtained on 
the APWA website at www.apwa.
net/membersonly/nominations. A 
brief biographical statement must be 
completed online or submitted as a 
hard copy in order to be considered. 
Nominations must be completed 
online or by mail between February 
8, 2016 and close of business April 1, 
2016. For more information contact 
Teresa Hon at thon@apwa.net or (816) 
595-5224.

Your Vote in APWA Does Count
As an APWA member, you will have the 
opportunity to vote for members of the 
APWA Board of Directors between July 
8, 2016 and August 7, 2016:

• APWA President-Elect

• At-Large Director in the functional 
areas of Engineering & Technology; 
Environmental Management; 
Leadership & Management; and 
Transportation

• Regions III, IV, VII, and IX Regional 
Directors (by APWA members in 
those respective regions)

The ballot will be available for online 
voting between July 8 and August 7, 
2016 on the “Members Only” section 
of the APWA website. There will also 
be a voting icon on the homepage of 
the website. If you are unable to vote 
online, you may request a paper ballot 
from Joyce Huggins at (816) 595-5205. 
Additional reminders of the voting 
process will be through the APWA 
website; via e-mail to every member for 
whom we have an e-mail address; and 
in future issues of the APWA Reporter.

If you have questions, please contact  
Joyce Huggins at jhuggins@apwa.net or 
(816) 595-5205.
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Karen Wilson
Senior Manager, Continuing Education
American Public Works Association
Kansas City, Missouri

Water Resources Management

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE NEWS

ater resources 

management is near the 

top of the significant 

challenges facing our world today. 

APWA’s Water Resources Management 

Committee has contributed several 

articles to this issue that explore water 

resources challenges and best practices 

from the public works perspective.

Among the topics found in this issue 

are:

• An analysis of how the new 

proposed Clean Water Rule 

definitions affect public works.

• Implementing a generic design 

system philosophy for an ongoing 

well upgrade program.

• The City of Charlotte’s process for 

developing an innovative post-

construction stormwater ordinance.

• Addressing California’s new 

hexavalent chromium [CR(VI)] 

maximum contaminant level (MCL) 

for drinking water.

• GIS implementation that 

incorporates water, wastewater, and 

stormwater.

• Utilizing the right-of-way in 

post-construction stormwater 

management.

• Examining a case study for public 

process and engagement for utility 

master planning.

• Initiating leadership development 

strategies for those working in the 

water resources disciplines.

These articles cover trending issues and 

best practices in the water, wastewater, 

and stormwater disciplines.

The 2015-2016 Water Resources 

Management Committee is comprised 

of individuals dedicated to the 

committee’s mission of “advocating 

and educating for the management of 

water resources to achieve resilient and 

sustainable systems.” We extend our 

gratitude to:

• Deana L. Donohue, P.E. (Committee 

Chair), Vice President – Engineering, 

California American Water, 

Sacramento, California

• Amy L. Foster, CMS4S, CESSWI, 

Stormwater Coordinator, City of 

Coralville, Iowa

• Thomas R. Hickmann, P.E., Director, 

Engineering and Infrastructure 

Planning, City of Bend, Oregon

• Eric Labelle, P.E., PWLF, Public 

Services Director, Town of 

Kennebunk, Maine

• David Mason, P.E., Principal, CDM 

Smith, Nashville, Tennessee

• Kristina M. Ramirez, P.E., Director 

of Environmental Services, City of 

Killeen, Texas

• William E. Spearman III, P.E., APWA 

Director-at-Large for Environmental 

Management, Retired, Saluda, South 

Carolina

Other current committee activities that 

provide information and education 

about water quality issues and available 

resources include:

• Developing a Click, Listen & Learn 

program (“How Do You Get to Step 

‘A’ of Asset Management?”) that will 

air on February 25, 2016 that will 

address asset management strategies 

for water resources management.

• Reviewing and developing advocacy 

position statements on legislative 

and regulatory issues related to clean 

water systems and practices.

• Preparing responses and comments, 

as necessary, to the legislative 

rulemaking and regulations and 

also to media and public requests for 

information.

• Developing and hosting the annual 

Public Works Stormwater Summit 

and other technical sessions that 

will occur at the 2016 PWX, August 

28-31, 2016 in Minneapolis.

• Seeking opportunities to collaborate 

with other APWA Technical 

Committees, APWA chapters, and 

other water industry organizations.

W
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Asphalt & Concrete Cold Planers

Line & Stencil Painting

Infrared Asphalt Heater & 45KW Generator

Leaf Loader with Truck Chute

Power Angle Sweeper & Pickup Sweeper

Front End Loader, Stump Grinder

Snow Blowers (Standard or High-Output Ribbon)

Angle Plows, V-Plows, 5 Position Folding V-Plow 

Front, Rear & Tow Behind Spreaders

Flail Mower, Boom Flail Mower

6',10' & 14' Rotary Finishing Mowers

Aerator, Spraying Systems

51" - 80" Twin Auger Snowblowers
The Trackless Snowblower is a highly efficient, two stage, twin auger unit that has 
incomparable performance in removing snow from sidewalks. Available in four 
widths: 51", 60", 70" & 80". All will accept either a sidewalk chute or a quick 
change truck loading chute.

51" - 75" Ribbon Snowblowers
The Ribbon Snowblower is the next generation of snowblower technology from 
Trackless. Designed for higher output, this snowblower outperforms all others in 
heavy wet snow and is extremely aggressive when cutting into frozen banks. 
Available widths: 51", 60" & 75". A telescopic truck loading chute is standard with 
the 75” Ribbon Snowblower but is also available for the 51" & 60".

Snowblowers

Of special note, the committee also 

is working with APWA Government 

Affairs staff to review the Clean 

Water Act in order to be proactive in 

developing comments from the public 

works perspective in order to guide the 

next update.

For more information about the 

activities of the Water Resources 

Management Committee, you may 

visit the committee’s webpage at www.

apwa.net/technical_committees/

Water-Resources-Management.

Karen Wilson can be reached at (816) 

595-5210 or kwilson@apwa.net.

Do you need CEUs for relicensing 

or recertification? Visit the APWA 

Members’ Library and take advantage 

of the opportunity to earn CEUs 

by viewing past CLL programs or 

conference sessions about water 

resources issues and best practices. 

www.apwa.net/memberslibrary/About

Why not become an APWA Certified 

Stormwater Manager? APWA’s 

certification programs offer you the 

opportunity to obtain a credential 

that will attest to your experience and 

commitment to public service and the 

advancement of the body of knowledge 

in stormwater management. Visit 

this webpage to learn about eligibility 

requirements and information about 

the CSM Examination. www.apwa.net/

credentialing/certification/Certified-

Stormwater-Manager-(CSM) 
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The Show for Snow heads to the Northeast

PWA and the New England 
Chapter are proud to bring 
the 2016 Show for Snow 

back to the Northeast when we visit 
Hartford, Conn., May 22-25, 2016. 
More than 2,000 snowfighters and 
other public works professionals 
are expected to attend what we are 
anticipating will be the biggest Snow 
Conference ever!

With this area regularly experiencing 
some of the highest annual snowfall 
totals in the country, it’s sure to 
provide a unique location for attendees 
to experience the most concentrated 
collection of snow and ice solutions 
available under one roof. The 2016 
Snow Conference has it all—from 
expert-led snow and ice educational 
sessions to an exhibit floor full of 
excited vendors who can’t wait to 
show off the latest winter maintenance 

solutions your communities have been 
looking for. Don’t wait another minute, 
make plans today to join us in Hartford 
for the Show for Snow in 2016!

We know this winter will be like 
many others, with more and more 
snowfighters putting in the hard work 
necessary to keep the public safe. The 
2016 Snow Conference offers these 
snowfighters a unique opportunity 
to hang up their boots after a tough 
season and take in four days of 
important education and networking. 
Whether their job involves winter 
street maintenance, transportation, 
emergency response or public safety, 
they’ll be sure to find common ground 
and have a chance to exchange ideas 
and solutions with the manufacturers, 
distributors, consultants, snowfighters 
and other public works professionals.

One of the oldest cities in North 
America, Hartford was settled as a 
Connecticut River trading post in 1633 
and rose to become not only the state 
capital of Connecticut, but also the 
insurance capital of the world.
 
While you’re in town for the Snow 
Conference, enjoy Hartford’s slew of 
historical attractions, including the 
homes of Mark Twain and Harriet 
Beecher Stowe and America’s oldest 
public museum, the Wadsworth 
Atheneum. You won’t have to worry 
about getting around the city—the 
DASH downtown bus loop is free for 
12 stops starting at the Convention 
Center throughout the Front Street 
District (including Snow Conference 

A

There’s always plenty of time for attendees 
to explore the exhibit floor and talk with 
exhibitors representing more than 150 
companies with products and services focused 
on innovative new equipment, ground-
breaking technologies, snow and ice removal, 
winter road maintenance, and streets and fleet 
operations.
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hotels), a riverfront section of Hartford 
where more than a billion dollars were 
spent to revitalize the area which now 
boasts a thriving entertainment district 
with award-winning venues and world-
class dining and cultural attractions.

Whether you explore the city’s 
compact, exciting downtown or 
venture out to see its beautiful parks 
and public gardens, we guarantee you’ll 
enjoy the unique blend of city, coast 
and country Hartford has to provide!

Along with a great city and fun 
social events, the Snow Conference 
promises to showcase industry-leading 
educational sessions and exhibits at 
the Connecticut Convention Center.

Each year a dedicated committee 
of APWA members and winter 
maintenance professionals works to 
develop the conference education 
program, and we’re honored to have 
the best and brightest minds in 
municipal snow operations attend the 
North American Snow Conference 
to present their sessions as a result of 
these efforts. Attendees will experience 
numerous programs featuring Winter 

Maintenance, Weather, Emergency 
Management, Fleet and Sustainability. 
In addition, we’ve also broken down 
the education schedule into five 

easily-identifiable, recurring themes: 
Taking Charge of Change, Meeting 
the Challenge, Swapping Solutions, 
Gaining the Edge, and Creating 
Connections.

As with past years, there will be plenty 
of time to explore the exhibit floor and 
talk with exhibitors representing more 
than 200 companies with products 
and services focused on innovative 
new equipment, ground-breaking 
technologies, snow and ice removal, 
winter road maintenance, and streets 
and fleet operations. Select exhibitors 
will present unique technical sessions 
in the Exhibitor Solutions Theater, 
demonstrating how their company’s 
technology or service provides a 
solution that addresses the needs of the 
snowfighting community.

This year, the always-popular General 
Session Talk Show turns its focus to 

The General Session Talk Show has become one of the most eagerly anticipated events during 
the Snow Conference. This year’s edition of the Talk Show will discuss ways that will help the 
public increase their knowledge and appreciation for what public works professionals do for 
their communities.
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helping snowfighters get the 
recognition they deserve! Public works 
has dedicated, hardworking, intelligent 
individuals that have a strong sense 
of community pride. So, why doesn’t 
the public recognize and appreciate 
the work being done? This edition of 
the talk show, entitled “Changing the 
Conversation,” will focus on the ways 
some communities are helping turn 
that public perception and what you 
can do in your town to turn doubters 
into fans.

This year’s closing keynote speaker is 
Steve Rizzo, who promises to show you 
how to “Get Your SHIFT Together.” 
By SHIFTing your attitude and way of 
thinking, you can turn any challenge 
into an opportunity! Through his 
funny and inspirational storytelling, 
Steve shares how to create lifelong 
habits for business and personal 
success. A former national headline 
comedian, Steve Rizzo gets audiences 
roaring with laughter, but you can 
hear a pin drop as he shares his life-
changing “Common Sense Success 
Strategies.” He uses laughter to engage 
audiences, while challenging them to 
shift their focus and discover increased 
productivity, greater enthusiasm and 
new levels of success.

Back again this year is the ever-popular 
Winter Maintenance Supervisor 
Certificate Workshop, which made its 
premiere at the 2011 Snow Conference. 
Designed for individuals charged with 
supervising their winter maintenance 
operations, this one-day workshop 
provides a well-rounded overview of all 
aspects of snow and ice control. Held 
on the first day of the conference, it 
provides a great foundation for deeper 
investigation into specific topics of 
interest throughout the rest of the 
conference.

In addition to the myriad of 
educational programming offered in 

classroom settings, the final day of the 
Snow Conference will focus entirely 
on technical tours. Only one tour is 
offered this year, but it includes stops at 
three separate facilities. It’s three tours 
in one: the Connecticut State Armory 
and Emergency Operations Center 
(EOC) tour, the Town of Manchester 
Public Works tour and the Emergency 
Operations Staging Site at Brainerd 
Field tour.

The Connecticut State Armory and 
EOC is where blizzards, snow storms, 
ice storms, hurricanes, tornadoes and 
floods are tracked and information 
is compiled to predict and inform 
local and state officials, the media 
and the public. The state emergency 
management team keeps the 
Governor informed, and he in turn 
communicates with the proper officials, 
utilities, the media and the public. 
Attendees will learn how severe weather 
is tracked and how timely information 
is disseminated. This tour also includes 
a look at the high-tech computer and 
media room where the Governor can 
meet with reporters and information 
can be broadcast around the state.

The Town of Manchester Public Works 
tour will take a look at the main facility 
that includes the Town of Manchester’s 
highway garage and their emergency 
operations center. Attendees will get up 
close and personal with the equipment 
and materials utilized to clear snow 
and ice storms in a Connecticut 
municipality.

Connecticut’s Department of 
Emergency Management and 
Homeland Security (DEMHS) 
Emergency Operations Staging 
Site at Brainerd Field tour will give 
participants a chance to see specialized 
equipment fit to handle any type of 
emergency throughout the region. 
These vehicles and ready-trailers are 
dispatched to provide local onsite 
assistance to municipalities and act as 
mobile emergency operations centers.

You can find more information about 
the 2016 North American Snow 
Conference and register online at www.
apwa.net/snow. Make plans now to 
attend the biggest and best Show for 
Snow!

The closing General Session is always entertaining for our attendees. This year’s closing keynote 
speaker, Steve Rizzo, uses laughter to engage audiences, while challenging them to shift their 
focus and discover increased productivity, greater enthusiasm and new levels of success.
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Alex Jordan, P.E., Project Engineer, City of Lakeville, Minnesota; Andrew Brotzler, 
P.E., Principal, WSB & Associates, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota

Editor’s Note: APWA’s 2016 PWX will take place August 28-31 in Minneapolis, Minn., at the Minneapolis Convention Center.  
The 3M Innovation Center will be included as one of the technical tours during the 2016 PWX. For more information on our show, 
please visit www.apwa.net/PWX.

“One reviewer 

likened a World of 

3M Innovation tour 

to a trip to Epcot.”

3M technical tour showcases innovation

M is known worldwide as an 
innovator in many sectors. From 
its beginnings as Minnesota 

Mining and Manufacturing Co. in 
1902, 3M is now responsible for more 
than 60,000 products used around 
the world. Scientists and researchers 
earned 3M its 100,000th patent in 
2014.

The 3M Innovation Center showcases 
the “World of 3M Innovation.” It 
hosts a wide variety of training, 
educational, and informational events 
throughout the year. The Center 
consists of multiple interactive displays 
that showcase everything 3M has to 
offer and what they have invented 
over the years. These displays, films, 
presentations, and stories enable 
visitors to get a better understanding of 
3M’s business processes, technologies, 
products, and global connectivity. 
One reviewer likened a World of 3M 
Innovation tour to a trip to Epcot. The 
innovations you will encounter on the 
tour are broad-ranging and affect the 
daily lives of people around the world.

A World of 3M Innovation Tour will be 
part of the 2016 PWX experience. We 
encourage you to participate in what 
promises to be an informative, eye-
opening tour.

Your tour will include approximately 
30 showcases that demonstrate how 
3M interconnects several industries 

to create their products. An example 
that would resonate with the PWX 
crowd is a demonstration of how 3M 
intertwines retroreflectivity with its 
“Velcro” tape for use on jersey barriers 
and center medians on the interstate 
system. A key focal point of the tour 
will be the interaction of multiple 
technologies, which we believe will 
enrich the experience for all on the 
tour.

You will also be able to participate 
in several hands-on exhibits that 
will underscore how 3M’s products 
work and how these innovations can 
enhance safety and quality of life for 
people in their daily lives. Many of 
these technologies are things that the 
general public takes for granted. As 
public works professionals, you have a 
better understanding of their impact 
already, but this tour will deepen your 
appreciation of these technologies 
and may even spur you on to finding 
innovative ways to use them in your 
communities.

The tour will be led by at least one 3M 
staff member who understands the 
technologies and how they interact 
with one another. The tour is expected 
to last approximately 90 minutes.

Alex Jordan can be reached at (952) 
985-4503 or ajordan@lakevillemn.gov; 
Andrew Brotzler can be reached at (651) 
322-2025 or abrotzler@wsbeng.com.

3
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USDOT announces Smart City Challenge

he U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT) has 
announced a new competition, 

titled Beyond Traffic: The Smart 
City Challenge, to encourage cities to 
submit proposals by February 4, 2016 
that innovatively address transportation 
challenges in urban areas. The DOT 
will select five finalists who will receive 
$100,000 each to help implement their 
proposals, which will be announced in 
March 2016. Also in March, the USDOT 
will solicit applications from the five 
finalists for the Smart City Challenge 
Implementation, whose applications 
will be due in May 2016. The selected 
Smart City Challenge implementation 
awardee will be announced in June 
2016.

The Smart City Challenge will award 
federal resources to one medium-
sized city, with a population between 
200,000 and 850,000, with dense 
urban characteristics. Five finalists 
will be selected through the national 
competition that shows how to use 
technology to connect transportation 
assets in an interactive network. The 
DOT plans to award up to $40 million 
over three years to the mid-sized city 
that puts forward data-driven ideas 
to improve transportation, making it 
safer and more reliable. The DOT is 
also highlighting the role of public/
private partnerships in addressing 
transportation challenges and is 
partnering with Vulcan, Inc., which 
is offering an additional $10 million 
to the winning city to support 
infrastructure for Electric Vehicles 
(EVs), for a total of up to $50 million.

Focusing on twenty-first century 
solutions for transportation challenges, 
the five Smart City Challenge finalists 
will have built proposals that include 
high-level development and planning 
with a focus on transportation 
aspects, plus have an existing public 
transportation system. These finalists 
will then be challenged to refine their 
proposals and develop a budget that 
meets the Smart City Challenge to 
include new technologies and ways to 
be connected. The winning city will 
have proposed technology to commit 
to multiple stages that integrate 
transportation infrastructure.

The ideal city will also have leadership 
for environment considerations 
and advanced technologies, and 
a commitment to open data that 
is discoverable and usable. The 
winning proposal will demonstrate 
how advanced data and intelligent 
transportation systems (ITS) 
technologies and applications 
can address urban transportation 
challenges, such as congestion, safety, 
the environment and climate change, 
connecting and including underserved 
communities and encouraging 
economic vitality.

The USDOT has announced vision 
elements that are characteristics 
of an ideal smart city to address 
transportation challenges, including 
technology elements such as urban 
automation, connected vehicles and 
intelligent, sensor-based infrastructure. 
Due to the fact that motor vehicle 
deaths have been increasing in number 

and in costs, technology has a priority 
role in avoiding the crash. Vehicle to 
vehicle (V2V) communications also 
have transformation technologies 
allowing vehicle exchanges that are 
capable of warning drivers of potential 
collisions. Accelerating technologies 
include on-board sensors, and warning 
systems in the star rating program, 
which automakers install. The V2V 
program requires technology and 
advanced proposals, and prototypes are 
available now.

Infrastructure technologies include 
mobility, road, weather and 
environment characteristics. Currently, 
there is ongoing work with the FHWA 
(Federal Highway Administration) to 
allow infrastructure to communicate 
with vehicles. These systems would be 
used to inform drivers about weather 
and traffic issues. The FHWA is set to 
offer guidance and standards in 2016.

Innovative approaches to urban 
transportation elements include 
urban analytics, user-focused mobility 
services and choices, urban delivery 
and logistics, strategic business models 
and partnering opportunities, smart 
grid, roadway electrification and 
electric vehicles, as well as connected 
and involved citizens. Much of the 
innovative approaches to urban 
transportation involve the use of 
a myriad of data that many urban 
centers track currently, or will be 
tracking in the future. For instance, 
within a smart city, advanced signal 
operations exist in conjunction with 
engagement with citizens as they move 

Laura Bynum, M.A.
Media Relations/Communications Manager
American Public Works Association
Washington, D.C.
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about the city, while the city receives 
data on the systems.

Crowd-sourced data provides 
communication conduits, and 
connected citizens can leverage broad 
access to these. Public agencies and 
private sector data and innovation 
can generate information to benefit 
consumers. On the financial front, the 
FAST Act can be used for Smart City 
Challenge purposes, including V2V 
or V2E (vehicle to everything, such 
as smart phones, or other mobility 
benefits).

A shared economy and mobility 
on demand are included in the 
Smart City Challenge, as part of 
a paradigm shift into smart city 
strategic business and partnerships. 
Evolving transportation ecosystems 
would include population growth, 
mobility on demand that promotes 
choices in personal mobility through 
Intelligent Transportation Systems, 
both big data and communications, 
and utilizing emerging technologies 
and a data exchange. The shared use 
economy uses the Internet and mobile 
applications to monetize under-utilized 
services. Also, connected, involved 
citizens would involve the integration 
of infrastructure and person-to-person 
communications, and on-demand 
services and ride sourcing can share 
models of micro-transit companies, 
like Uber.

The federal role in mobility as a service 
integrates various transportation 
systems that allow people to purchase 
mobility in real time from smart 
phones. The addressing of these needs 
is available through ATTRI—the 
Accessible Transportation Technologies 
Research Initiative, which also includes 
people with special needs, such as 
those with disabilities who form nearly 
20% of the population. This targets 
a bottom-up approach to identify 

barriers, user needs and issues with 
technology.

The Smart City Challenge ultimately 
involves changing business models, 
and open source applications of 
data that can be pushed to various 
sources. The transportation ecosystem 
brings in the benefits, and companies 
can think granularly. For example, 
foundations and organizations 
can provide donations via public/
private partnerships. Many times 
redevelopment occurs, creating new 
markets. Universities can be partnered 
with to help data transform the city. 
The public sector organizations can 
address mobility on demand and 
transit systems within the challenge 
of disruptive technology and use of 
existing assets.

Other Smart City elements include 
architecture and standards; low-

cost, efficient, secure, and resilient 
information and communications 
technology; as well as smart land use. 
As DOT Secretary Anthony Foxx said 
recently at the Smart Cities Forum, 
“We are at a point of convergence 
with people coalescing around cities, 
along with a convergence of land use. 
Rather than be reactive, it’s better to be 
proactive and get ahead of the changes 
by asking our innovative cities how it 
can all come together. This opens up 
all the possibilities of communities to 
develop strategies, and this Smart City 
Challenge competition will have a lot 
of the right answers.”

For more information on the DOT 
Smart Cities, go to: https://www.
transportation.gov/smartcity.

Laura Bynum can be reached at (202) 
218-6736 or lbynum@apwa.net.
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Vin Cay, P.E.
Senior Engineer
City of West Sacramento, California

t was a stormy March day in 
northern California and we were 
scheduled for a pre-proposal 

site walk. We were prepared with a 
pop-up canopy set up on the two-
acre lot tucked in between unsightly 
railcars and the urban Ironworks Lofts 
subdivision still under construction.

As the consultant firm vehicles rolled 
in and parked alongside the previously 
empty street, we realized we needed 
at least five more canopies. We were 
in the depths of the Great Recession 
and these professionals were very 
motivated for an opportunity to take 
part in the design of this unique 
project. Someone suggested seeking 
shelter in the converted garage of the 
nearby model home and the resident 
realtor invited all of us in. That was in 
early 2009.

Currently the three-million-gallon 
reservoir and pump station is in full 
operation delivering potable water and 
fire flow capacity to West Sacramento’s 
riverfront Bridge District. The park has 
since been renamed in honor of Jerome 
D. Barry, a local former justice of the 
peace. The following is a chronology 
of how an unwanted “elephant in the 
room” project turned out to be an 
award-winning project.

Preparation for design
In choosing the City-owned site for 
the project, staff was aware the site 
was a former industrial truck yard 
with contaminated soil that had been 
remediated and certified to be “clean.” 
With knowledge of the shallow 
groundwater table present, we decided 
to order a geotechnical study to include 
in the Request for Proposal (RFP) and to 
prepare for foundation requirements. 
A hydraulic study and update to the 
water master plan was also needed 
to properly size the pump station, 
reservoir, and transmission mains.

Fourteen proposals made up of various 
combinations of 68 multi-disciplinary 
firms were received. The selection 
panel shortlisted three proposal 
teams for supplemental interviews. 
The consultant selection process was 
not easy as it was our first attempt to 
build a multi-million-dollar combined 
public works project with a parks 
department amenity. Recreation and 
infrastructure professionals can be 
quite different. Eventually the inter-
department selection panel agreed on 

Bridge District Water Storage Facility at Jerome D. Barry Park
Chronology of public works integrated into a recreation amenity

I

Construction – ready for painting
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the consultant team. Shortly thereafter 
the City placed the project on hold 
due to cash flow concerns. When the 
project resumed nine months later, 
the City had significantly restructured 
itself to weather the recession. The 
environmental documentation 
preparation was done in-house to 
further save money.

Design challenges
With a consultant under contract, the 
team realized that public outreach 
would be critical to the success at 
all phases of the project design. 
Several public meetings were held 
in the neighborhood and at city 
hall to receive feedback. We had to 
communicate that it was not possible 
to bury or screen the facility due 
to poor soil conditions with high 
groundwater and the size of the 

reservoir. It was also made clear that 
designers would strive to integrate the 
tank and pump station as a centerpiece 
of the park—not hide it.

Next we gathered feedback from 
existing residents and introduced 
the surrounding community to these 
general concepts. The first meeting was 
well attended with interested residents 
asking for a “dog park” and not caring 
about the reservoir as long as it was 
screened as much as possible from view.

The team then prepared animated 3D 
drawings for the project, provided a 
survey of desired park components, 
and asked residents to rank them 
setting the stage for the rest of design.

Residents felt their voices had been 
heard and they played a real part in 

the design of their neighborhood 
park. It was designed to function well 
for empty nesters with dogs as well 
as young professionals starting their 
families with young children. At each 
phase of design, the community had 
the chance to confirm the direction 
and offer feedback.

Bid protest
Once design plans and specifications 
were completed, staff advertised the 
project for construction. This was 
the spring of 2011 and we were in 
the depths of the Great Recession 
still. Naturally the second low bidder 
initiated a bid protest when the City 
waived an immaterial requirement. 
The subsequent discovery process 
required quite an effort to provide 
documents for review by the legal 
teams representing the City, the 

Bridge District Water Storage Facility at Jerome D. Barry Park
Chronology of public works integrated into a recreation amenity
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protesting second low bidder and 
the low bidder. The low bidder was 
required to defend its bid per bid 
documents. Complicating matters was 
the myriad of funding sources for the 
project that was at stake if delayed. 
Ultimately, the City Council awarded 
contract to the low bidder despite 
the hostile protest by the second low 
bidder’s attorney at the meeting.

Construction
In addition to environmental 
biological surveys and stormwater 
quality requirements, a construction 
fence had to be built next to the 
adjacent rail road prior to onsite work. 
Once the site was secure, the contractor 
started the indicator pile program to 
determine the lengths and number of 
piles needed to support the facility. A 
site-specific spectrum analysis helped 
to substantially reduce the number 
of piles. Nevertheless, the project still 
required two hundred 80-foot-long 
piles to be pounded into the ground. 
Delivery of the piles required traffic 
control assistance from our police 
department.

The pile driving took two months 
to complete within 100 feet of the 
nearest homes. A third-party noise 
monitoring firm was hired to record 
the construction noise as laid out in 
the construction mitigation plan. A 
good working relationship with the 
contractor led to substantial value 
engineering savings when a stronger 
but less bulky reservoir steel was 
substituted.

Odor mitigation required a shroud 
to be shrink-wrapped around the 
scaffolding during painting of the 
tank. Throughout construction, staff 
kept the neighborhood HOA informed. 
Construction took 18 months but 
was completed on time to deliver 
potable and fire flow water for the 
Bridge District. The project was also 
recognized with awards from the 
American Public Works Association 
(from both APWA National and the 
Sacramento Chapter) and from the 
Steel Tank Institute.

Parting words
There is a saying in project 
management that you have to choose 
between low cost, timeliness and 
quality but you can only have two of 
the three. With attention to detail and 
creativity, we can achieve a balanced 
approach to build context-sensitive 
quality projects within budget and on 
schedule.

For project managers faced with similar 
challenges, envision a successful end 
result while remaining focused and 
adaptable. Include a public outreach 

Night view looking west

Rain at grand opening
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firm on your design team to help 
manage external communications 
and expectations. Take environmental 
mitigation measures seriously. Initiate 
contact with early stakeholders, 
especially those with potential to 
significantly impact the project 
critical path such as railroads, required 
permitting agencies and utility 
companies. Make sure you have all the 
necessary right-of-way and easements. 
Be aware of local conditions and 
perform less costly site investigations. 
Many projects stall in construction 
due to the proverbial “unforeseen site 
conditions.” Including a soils report 
in the RFP can aid consultants in 
proposing more creative yet feasible 
conceptual designs. It takes time to 
properly scope and vet the wants of 
internal stakeholders. 

In construction it is usually exciting 
to kick off a new project; however, 
you must remain diligent and follow 
through to reach the finish line. Lastly, 
do not undervalue the importance 
of celebrating with a grand opening 
or ribbon cutting. Invite officials and 
community supporters allowing them 
to take part in the project’s success.

Vin Cay can be reached at (916) 617-
4669 or vinc@cityofwestsacramento.org.

Features
• Pump station includes view portals, 

shaped like pipe flanges, to enable 
visitors to peer inside the facility to 
observe the pumps that supply water 
to their community

• LED lighting is part of the “pipe 
lighting” aesthetic design feature on 
the 40-foot-tall tank

• Reservoir is built with mounting 
brackets to accommodate future 
solar panels

• Acoustic paneling throughout pump 
station building and acoustical 
louvers to reduce escape noise

• Designed to be “dog friendly” and 
is equipped with doggie drinking 
fountains and “glove” dispensers

• Butterfly roof captures runoff for 
infiltration into the rain garden 
and surrounding water-efficient 
landscaping

• Climbing structure features colored 
poured-in-place rubber-surfacing 
made from recycled automobile tires

• ADA-compliant speed table with 
crosswalk delineation for safer 
pedestrian access
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Introducing the University of Washington to APWA

s Baby Boomers retire 
at a steady pace in the 
public works industry 

and workforce in general, there is a 
need to attract and hire new talent 
of young professionals and bridge 
the gap between the experience and 
skills of these generations. So what 
is APWA doing to gain participation 
from younger members and develop 
the future leaders in public works? 
It is focusing on students in higher 
education programs and creating local 
student chapters that are guided by 
APWA’s goals and mission, including 
networking, outreach and professional 
development.

Recently, the Washington State 
Chapter sought out to start student 
chapters at various universities and 
colleges. One success story has been 
the new Student Chapter at the 
University of Washington (UW Student 
Chapter). This chapter conducts 
regular technical presentations and 
project tours to enhance the students’ 
learning experience with real-world 
scenarios. Students recognize that the 
chapter also provides them a unique 
way to actively engage with public 
works professionals and one another. 
According to one of the chapter’s 
Mentor/Liaisons, Casey Nelson, “It’s 
been exciting to see the student officers 

Caroline Barlow, P.E.
Associate Civil Engineer
Seattle Public Utilities, Seattle, Washington
Chair, APWA Diversity Committee

A

The students at the City of Seattle seawall 
project tour
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and faculty advisors embrace the 
Student Chapter. We have a bright and 
motivated team that is committed to 
serving its members and capitalizing 
on the many resources that APWA as a 
whole has to offer.”

Since starting up in the fall of 2015, 
the UW Student Chapter has hosted 
two project tours and a Networking 
Night in conjunction with Washington 
State Chapter Management and Public 
Administration Committee (MPAC). 
Officers and student members have 
directly benefited from these events 
by gaining insight on how different 
projects can be from in the classroom 

to in the field and on the jobsite. Also, 
students have had the opportunity to 
connect with professionals beyond 
the APWA-hosted events and building 
relationships and connections that will 
help them as they graduate and embark 
on their careers as young professionals 
in the public works industry.

So what is in store for the UW Student 
Chapter? The students are looking 
to further develop their educational 
programs, to attract active members 
and strengthen their student officers 
to provide long-term stability. Students 
are also interested in getting involved 

in local chapter events, including 
attending the Washington State 
Chapter conferences to check out 
technical sessions and meet vendors, 
consultants and agencies within the 
public works industry. One challenge 
students are working through is how to 
obtain sponsorship or funding to help 
with associated travel expenses.

If you are interested in developing 
a student chapter or learning about 
what other chapters/branches are 
doing to grow student involvement, 
contact Lauren Behm, Student 
Network Chair, at laurenjbehm@
gmail.com or Brad Patterson, APWA 
Liaison, at bpatterson@apwa.net. To 
learn more about the UW Student 
Chapter, contact the student officers at 
apwa@uw.edu or the Student Chapter 
Mentors/Liaisons Casey Nelson at 
caseyn@osbornconsulting.com or 
Lorelei Williams at Lorelei.Williams@
seattle.gov.

Caroline Barlow can be reached at 
Caroline.Barlow@seattle.gov.

Special Reminder: Please make sure 
you update your personal membership 
profile, including answering the 
optional questions 13-16 (see page 10, 
November 2013 Reporter). Please refer 
to APWA’s 2013 Diversity Resource Guide 
2nd Edition and the Diversity Toolbox 
for more ideas in celebrating the 
diversity in your chapter.

“If we are to achieve a richer culture, rich in contrasting values, 

we must recognize the whole gamut of human potentialities, 

and so weave a less arbitrary social fabric, one in which each 

diverse human gift will find a fitting place.”

– Margaret Mead (1901-1978), American cultural anthropologist

The Washington State Chapter Management and Public Administration Committee dinner with 
professional engineers and students that included a presentation on emergency preparedness
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Recognize Your Leaders

ow long has the candidate 
been involved in the public 
works industry? 3 years

How long has the candidate worked 
in their current position? 6 months

Please describe the reason that the 
candidate is being considered for 
recognition. 
Kevin was originally hired by 
Charleston County Public Works 
in 2012 as the Customer Service 
Coordinator. His duties quickly 
blossomed in the customer service 
arena and in 2015 he was promoted 
to a Project Officer position in the 
Administrator's Office to help enhance 
the customer service objectives of the 
organization.

How was the candidate’s leadership 
ideas/actions brought to the 
forefront? 
Kevin is a “natural fit” for a customer 
service coordinator. Aside from that 
he has a formal degree in Customer 
Service. In 2012 Charleston County 
launched a new and exciting program 
called Customer Service Excellence. 
This is a comprehensive improvement 
program which includes training 
classes along with a daily commitment 
from each employee to provide 
excellent customer service to our 
customers and to each other. Kevin is a 
lead member of our in-house training 

team and also a lead member of a group 
we call the “Wave Riders.” Wave Riders 
are teams of employee representatives 
from various departments and job 
titles that were implemented to  
ensure that service excellence does  
not die out.

Who did the candidate work with to 
help bring this idea/action forward? 
Kevin works with various members of 
the training staff, the “Wave Riders” 
staff, the leadership and staff of the 
organization as well as other outside 
agencies to continually develop a 
customer service excellence program. 
Ultimately and most importantly, he 
works directly with the citizens of the 
county to provide customer service 
and to also seek input on the level of 
service we provide in order to learn of 
opportunities to continually improve.

Did the candidate experience 
any challenges when trying to 
implement this? 
So let’s be clear here, Charleston 
County is a local government agency 
so when people call us it is not to talk 
about last night’s ball game or things 
of that nature. Rather, they reach out 
to us because they have a problem. 
With that said, when most people 
call us, they are generally not in a 
very pleasant mood. Developing and 
maintaining training programs on a 
continuous basis helps us all improve 

the challenge of turning the situation 
into a pleasing experience.

Are there steps/processes that, 
when looking back, the candidate 
could have done differently to 
make this idea/action even more 
successful (lessons learned)? 
I believe we were already doing a very 
good job providing excellent customer 
service; however, there is always room 
for improvement. We learn each and 
every day about things we can improve 
upon. Understanding this early on 
is one reason we implemented the 
Customer Service Excellence program 
as a continuous improvement process. 
It is evident that our efforts are paying 
off by the number of nice notes we 
receive and by the number of editorials 
we see in the local newspaper.

H

Nominator’s Name: Jim Armstrong

Candidate’s Name: Kevin Limehouse

Candidate’s Title: Administrator’s Project Officer

Candidate’s Agency/Organization: Charleston County Government

Candidate’s City/State: North Charleston, South Carolina

Kevin Limehouse
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EDUCATION CALENDAR

APWA members may access past Click, Listen & Learn programs from the Members’ Library at no cost. 
Programs can be streamed to your computer via the link found in the library.
If you have expertise that you would like to share, please use the online Call for Presentations form to 
describe your expertise and perspective on the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/

= Click, Listen & Learn program (Free to Members)

= Live Conference (Paid Registration)

= Certification Exam

= Web-based training

EDUCATION AT YOUR DESKTOP 

For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www2.apwa.net/Events.  
Program information will be updated as it becomes available.  
Questions? Call the Professional Development Department at 1-800-848-APWA.
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Seeing is believing?

IMAGINATION TO INNOVATION

Andrew C. Lemer, Ph.D.
Senior Program Officer
The National Academies of the United States, Washington, D.C.

Dennis Gabor, awarded the 1971 Nobel Prize in Physics for his discoveries underpinning the development of holography, once wrote, 
“The future cannot be predicted, but futures can be invented.” Imagination to Innovation is a periodic look at new technology and 
scientific discovery that we could be using to invent the future of public works.

any of us, especially younger 
readers, have likely gained 
some familiarity with 3-D 

imagery from watching such films as 
Avatar, Monsters University, or How to 
Train Your Dragon. Given the fantastic 
premise of each of these movies, it 
may be a bit of exaggeration to refer 
to the viewing experiences as “virtual 
reality,” but there’s no question that 
the perception of depth that we get by 
wearing polarized glasses adds another 
dimension—literally—to movie-going.

Several high-tech startup companies 
have attracted attention recently 
for producing what some people are 
calling cinematic-reality technology 
that makes it easy for us to believe 
that a scene projected in front of our 
eyes is real. Oculus arguably is the 
most famous of these companies: 
Facebook purchased it in 2014 for $2 
billion, despite the company’s lack of a 
commercial product.

What it did have was a demonstrated 
invention. The Oculus Rift will be a 
set of virtual-reality goggles that work 
with a computer or mobile device. The 
inventor and a partner used Kickstarter 
in 2012 to sell a prototype version, 
raising $2.4 million. After selling out 
the prototype, they produced a more 
advanced developer version while 
continuing to work on a product for 
the general public. What convinced 
Facebook to pay big money were the 
immersive experience that the Oculus 

Rift gives and a substantially reduced 
likelihood that wearers will experience 
the vertigo and nausea that have 
plagued other 3-D simulators.

Another development company, Magic 
Leap, is developing a tiny project that 
shines an image into the viewer’s eyes to 
give the impression of sharply rendered 
objects without having to wear goggles 
or be cut off from one’s surroundings. 
The effect is something like the desktop 
holographic projections used like a far-
future Skype in the Star Wars movies. 
Tech giant Google invested $542 
million in Magic Leap.

Microsoft is getting in the game as 
well. The company plans to release a 
headset to let the wearer interact with 
holograms.

Apart from their “gee whiz” aspects 
and obvious applications for computer 
gaming, these new technologies may 
have many exciting uses. Surgeons 
trying to visualize what they will 
encounter during an operation and 
what they will need to do to make 
repairs will almost certainly be among 
the early adopters.

In public works, sewer pigs or other 
submersible devices equipped 
with advanced cameras could 
give underground infrastructure 
management teams a fully three-
dimensional view of subsurface 
conditions. Simulation overlays might 

facilitate diagnostic assessment and 
specify structural components needed 
for repairs. Similarly equipped aerial 
drones could facilitate management 
of large bridges and tower structures. 
(Robotic work droids might be 
dispatched to make necessary repairs, 
but that’s another story.)

Construction managers might be able 
to “walk through” CAD simulations at 
various stages of project development, 
checking for mechanical-system 
conflicts and noting where equipment 
installation may be especially tricky. 
Production of “as-built” drawings 
could be as simple as actually walking 
through a structure at each stage (will 
we call that “literal reality”?), viewing 
holographic projections of the design 
and confirming or adjusting computer-
identified variances.

Cinematic-quality visualization 
appears to be a sure thing, although 
how fast the technology will develop 
and gain applications is not clear. 
The outlook for reality—virtual, 
augmented, and served up on our 
desktops and personal digital assistance 
devices—never looked so good.

Andrew Lemer, Ph.D., is currently a 
Senior Program Officer with the National 
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine. In addition to technical papers 
and occasional articles for the Reporter, he 
writes on civil infrastructure and human 
settlement at www.andrewlemer.com.
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The game...
Formerly the APWA International Public Works 
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LEADERSHIP BY DISCIPLINE

ater resources include 

many disciplines 

such as water systems, 

wastewater systems, stormwater 

systems, and water reuse systems. 

Despite their obvious differences, 

each of these disciplines has the same 

type of leadership responsibilities. 

These responsibilities include but are 

not limited to asset management, 

preventive maintenance, emergency 

response, staff development, and 

capital improvements.

As we all know, communication 

and leadership are both verbal and 

nonverbal. Oftentimes it is difficult to 

navigate into a leadership position due 

to personal difficulty communicating 

within an organization. Whether you 

are already in a leadership position or 

new to the organization there are some 

basic tips that can help you navigate 

the organization.

1. Know your coworkers and 
employees
The first day I started my current job 

with the City of Tempe, I remember 

walking into the lobby of the 

Administration building and seeing a 

large poster on the wall with a picture 

of all Water Utilities staff that had 

been with Tempe over twenty years. 

There were 30 of them at that time in 

various positions in our organization. 

Together they had over 763 years of 

cumulative experience. I thought, 

“Wow, these people have been around 

a while.” A year and a half later nearly 

half of these folks were gone, retired 

really, taking with them their skills, 

talents, expertise, and their formal and 

informal leadership.

In some cases we were able to recruit 

and hire replacements for those who 

had left, and in other cases we are still 

struggling to fill voids. I would bet we 

are not alone. The problem of retaining 

talent and mentoring new talent is not 

new to municipal government. Most 

of us don’t work in government to get 

rich. Many of us work in government 

because often there is stability and a 

sense of pride and accomplishment in 

providing critical services and a high 

quality of life to our residents.

In 2015 over half (55% to be exact) 

of the 42% of APWA members that 

self-reported their age, acknowledged 

that they are over 50 years old. I’ve 

seen additional statistics about how 

public sector employees tend to retire 

earlier than private sector employees. 

The recent recession may have delayed 

some public sector retirements, but 

with economic growth rebounding and 

the stock market in reasonably good 

shape more and more staff are getting 

ready to retire, and are doing so.

2. Develop leaders from within your 
organization
In-house leadership development 

programs are one way to promote 

leadership growth from within your 

organization. In-house programs can 

be formal or informal. As a manager or 

supervisor you can easily provide your 

staff leadership opportunities. Here are 

a few ideas in taking those first steps in 

developing staff into becoming leaders.

Stretch Assignments. No, no 

I’m not talking about the yoga 

type of stretching. I am referring to 

assignments that are unfamiliar and 

challenge your staff. Choose tasks that 

are growth-oriented and get them 

out of their comfort zone. Even with 

missteps or failure there are lessons to 

be learned. The new skills they acquire 

will improve their confidence and 

give them the ability to handle those 

situations when everything doesn’t go 

as planned.

Job or Location Rotation. Give 

your staff opportunities to perform or 

learn different job duties. If working in 

Kerri Logan, Water Utilities Administrator, City of Tempe, Arizona; Kristina Ramirez, CFM, P.E., Director of 
Environmental Services, City of Killeen, Texas, and member, APWA Water Resources Management Committee

Building Your Leadership Pipeline

One of the goals of the Leadership and Management Committee (LMC) and Water Resources Management Committee (WRMC) is 
to improve member communications and engage young professionals. LM Knowledge Team member Kerri Logan, Water Utilities 
Administrator for the City of Tempe, Arizona, and WRMC member Kristina Ramirez, Director of Environmental Services with the City 
of Killeen, Texas, worked together to focus on promoting that goal in this month’s article.
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a different job isn’t possible, working 

at a different location may be an 

alternative. In water resources each 

system and facility is unique and has 

its own quirks and nuisances. Staff 

can learn new problem-solving and 

troubleshooting skills when given 

the chance to face new challenges. 

Equipment rodeos and cross-training 

opportunities provide staff the 

opportunity to learn new skill sets 

and allow management the chance to 

evaluate potential.

Mentoring Program. Create a 

mentoring program to have lower-

level staff and supervisors work 

with mid-level and upper-level 

management. Your lower-level staff 

and supervisors will gain insight to 

bigger organizational issues and the 

associated challenges. Lower-level 

staff and supervisors can also provide 

management with creative ways to 

improve economies and efficiencies. 

Furthermore, lower-level staff and 

supervisors acquire an understanding 

and appreciation of management and 

why management does things the way 

they do.

Tap into your Yodas. Don’t let all 

the knowledge and experience walk 

out the door of your organization. Put 

a plan in place to gather institutional 

knowledge prior to staff turnover. This 

could be something as simple as doing 

a ride around with key personnel in 

your organization while taking notes 

and marking up maps. You know who 

those people are in your organization. 

They are the ones you call when you 

have an issue with which you need 

assistance. They know things during 

emergencies at 3:00 a.m. such as where 

all the valves are located in order to 

isolate the system, who you can call to 

quickly get a stick of pipe of a certain 

size, who to call for assistance, and if 

that manhole you need to access is 

located under someone’s shed. If your 

organization allows, bring back retired 

staff either part-time or on contract to 

work with your existing and potential 

leaders. Like the mentoring program, 

lower-level staff and supervisors will 

benefit by receiving guidance from 

longtime employees who have great 

experience and expertise to share.

3. Know what resources are 
available
In addition to your in-house resources, 

as a member of APWA you and your 

staff have access to many types 

of resources. The first resource is 

APWA’s membership. The members 

of APWA are diverse in discipline and 

experience. As of September 30, 2015, 

APWA had 28,795 active members 

and 2,194 lifetime members. There 

are many ways to get in contact with 

other members. You can contact 

your local chapter or branch officers 

in order to locate others in the same 

field in your geographical area. You 

can also take advantage of the various 

infoNOW Communities at the national 

level. Oftentimes an APWA member 

somewhere has experienced a similar 

type of issue and can relate their 

lessons learned. Speaking of lessons 

learned, APWA offers Click, Listen & 

Learn (CCL) webinars on multiple 

topics for free to all members. APWA 

adds to these webinars annually and 

provides a detailed archive on their 

member website.

Some chapters and branches offer 

continuing education scholarships 

to help members and non-members 

attend training relevant to their field. 

In this day and age, employees and 

employers both utilize web-based 

training. However, public works 

professionals should not overlook the 

benefits of conferences, short courses, 

training events, and networking 

events. These face-to-face events 

allow staff and management to build 

relationships with their peers and to 

build a network of resources that will 

enhance their performance.

APWA also offers many certification 

programs. These programs focus on 

public works organizations as well as 

those who practice public works as 

their profession. These certification 

programs provide employers with 

the confidence that their staff meets 

minimum criteria that APWA has 

established for efficient and economic 

public works practices.

How does that old saying go? “Work 

smarter, not harder.” Know your staff 

and resources and take advantage of 

all APWA has to offer its members. 

Ensure that there is not a break in 

your level of service by building a 

leadership pipeline for yourself and 

your organization.

Kerri Logan can be reached at (480) 350-

8351 or kerri_logan@tempe.gov; Kristina 

Ramirez can be reached at (254) 501-

7627 or kramirez@killeentexas.gov.
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inland, whose land area is 

390,906 square meters, is known 

as the country of a thousand 

lakes. Finland’s renewable water 

resources are about 108,000 million 

cubic meters per year (58,000 liters 

per capita per day). Only two percent 

renewable water resources are being 

used by industry, agriculture and urban 

and rural water supply.

About 90 percent of the population 

(5.5 million) lives in areas covered by a 

centralized water supply. Also over 80 

percent of the population has access 

to public sewerage systems, which are 

all connected to wastewater treatment 

plants. Over 60 percent of drinking 

water originates from groundwater or 

artificial groundwater, and almost 40 

percent comes from surface water.

Management
Water services in Finland are 

mainly provided by public water 

and sewerage utilities, which are 

owned by municipalities. Most of the 

municipal water utilities are organized 

as municipal enterprises, which 

are semi-autonomous within each 

municipality. The recent trend is to 

organize water utilities as companies 

Jyrki Paavilainen
Regional Director
Sweco Finland
Helsinki, Finland

INTERNATIONAL IDEA EXCHANGE

Municipal water services in Finland

Picture 1 – The overall institutional framework of the water services in Finland
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owned by multiple municipalities. 

Municipal interest and cooperation is 

increasing. Now we are seeing regional 

water companies owned by several 

municipalities. Altogether there are 

about 1,700 water utilities in Finland, 

of which approximately 1,200 are 

relatively small. These include water 

and wastewater cooperatives (private 

companies) that provide services to 

only tens or hundreds of customers.

The merging of municipalities 

continues in Finland. At the end of 

2012 there were 336 municipalities in 

Finland, and the number decreased 

to 317 by the year 2015. Municipal 

mergers affect also the organization of 

water services.

The costs for providing water service 

are covered by direct customer fees 

including a connection fee, fixed 

fees and a metered portion. All 

water is metered when entering the 

customer’s building. Eighty to ninety 

percent of the total expenses are 

fixed, i.e., are not dependent upon 

the water consumption. In addition, 

small subsidies are granted by the 

government, for important inter-

municipal connections. The fee for 

both potable and wastewater averages 

4.2 € per cubic meter in single-family 

houses.

Regulatory and administrative 
framework
The Finnish Water Services Act of 

2001 was revised in 2014. It is the 

main legislation regulating the 

business environment of utilities and 

interactions between the utilities 

and their customers. Other key 

legislation includes drinking water 

quality legislation and environmental 

protection legislation.

The revised Water Services Act includes 

minor revisions regarding procedures 

for obtaining water abstraction permits 

and protection of water resources as 

follows:

• Improved regulations on risk 

management in water services

• Improved financial transparency of 

water utilities

• Changes in the responsibility of 

properties to connect to water 

utility’s network outside urban areas

• Changes in stormwater management 

responsibilities
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Since 2010, Finland’s Regional 

Centers for Economic Development, 

Transport and the Environment have 

been responsible for supervision 

and control of water and sewerage 

services at the regional level. Regional 

State Administrative Agencies are the 

environmental permit authorities at 

the regional level.

In recent years water supply sector 

actors in Finland have directed 

increasing attention to water safety 

and service reliability. Especially there 

has been concern about the condition 

of water and sewerage networks. 

It is estimated that the need for 

rehabilitation and renewal of networks 

in Finland is two to three times 

the amount that has actually been 

rehabilitated in the past.

High level of wastewater treatment 
to ensure good quality of 
environment
Wastewater treatment in Finland has 

a long history and good track record. 

The first activated sludge plant for 

municipal wastewater was constructed 

in the 1930s. Enhanced removal of 

nutrients from wastewater started 

in the 1970s. At present the average 

reduction rates are about 97 percent 

for organic matter (BOD7), over 95 

percent for phosphorus and about 55 

percent for nitrogen. These removal 

rates include the effect of overflows and 

bypasses.

There is a three-party agreement 

between the Ministry of the 

Picture 2 – Paijanne Tunnel

Picture 3 – Water treatment process in Helsinki Metropolitan area
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Environment, the Finnish Water 

Utilities Association (FIWA), and the 

Federation of Finnish Municipalities 

and Local Authorities regarding targets 

for reducing nutrient load (phosphorus 

and nitrogen) in Finnish watercourses. 

The agreement is the first of its kind in 

Finland for water protection and covers 

the period 2012-2016. Wastewater 

utilities are thus forerunners compared 

to other sectors that affect water quality 

such as industry and agriculture.

The recent decree on treatment 

of wastewater outside the service 

areas of public water utilities, e.g., 

rural wastewater, aims at enhancing 

treatment of wastewater from 

rural agglomerations to further 

improve pollution control and limit 

eutrophication of watercourses. 

Implementation of this decree remains 

challenging though.

The Ministry of Agriculture and 

Forestry together with the Ministry of 

the Environment prepared a national 

sewerage program in 2012. The 

program provides the framework and 

targets to streamline state support for 

sewerage systems within the water 

management planning period through 

the year 2016.

Case – Helsinki Metropolitan Region 
Water Services
Since 2010 the Helsinki Region 

Environmental Services Authority 

(HSY) has provided water services 

in the Helsinki metropolitan area 

(Cities of Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa 

and Kauniainen). This is the biggest 

water utility in the Nordic countries, 

providing water and wastewater 

services to about one million people.

Finnish tap water is potable—not 

depending on raw water sources. More 

than a third of raw water is taken from 

lakes (surface water). In the Helsinki 

metropolitan area, the Paijanne Tunnel 

leads raw water from Lake Paijanne 

in central Finland to Helsinki’s water 

treatment plants. This is the longest 

connected rock tunnel in the world, 

and is located 30 to 100 meters below 

ground. The length of the tunnel is 120 

kilometers.

The tunnel starts from the southern 

end of Lake Paijanne, where the water 

intake is located 26 meters below the 

surface. This ensures that the water 
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entering the tunnel remains cool (0.5-

11 degrees Celsius; 33 to 52 degrees 

Fahrenheit) all year round. The tunnel 

ends in the Silvola artificial lake located 

between Cities of Helsinki and Vantaa. 

On the southern side of this lake is the 

Pitkakoski water treatment plant which 

is accompanied by two other treatment 

plants.

 Residents can check drinking 

water quality at the Helsinki Region 

Environmental Services Authority 

(HSY) internet site: https://www.hsy.

fi/en/experts/water-services/drinking-

water-quality/Pages/default.aspx.

Water delivery is based on tunnels and 

main water pipes, water towers, and 

24/7 remote control of the whole water 

service network. HSY operates a total 

of 12 water towers with a combined 

volume of 106,300 cubic meters. This 

corresponds to approximately 50% of 

daily consumption.

The Helsinki Metropolitan Area 

produces around 100 million cubic 

meters of wastewater annually 

including residences and businesses. 

This wastewater is led through the 

sewer network to be treated at the 

treatment plants before they are 

released back into natural waters. 

Two wastewater treatment plants, in 

Viikinmaki, Helsinki, and Suomenoja, 

Espoo are responsible for treating 

the wastewater of the entire Helsinki 

Metropolitan Area. Construction of 

a third wastewater treatment plant is 

underway in Blominmaki, Espoo.

A biological and chemical method is 

used to treat the wastewater. Its by-

products are sludge and biogas. The 

sludge is refined into soil and the gas 

is utilized in energy production. The 

treated wastewater is led to open sea 

through a tunnel.

 

In addition to domestic wastewater, 

industrial wastewater and different 

forms of wastewater are also conducted 

to the sewers. Releasing these waters 

into the sewer requires a permit and an 

industrial wastewater contract.

Wastewater treatment has an 

important role in the protection of 

coastal waters and the Baltic Sea, as 

the wastewater to be treated includes 

large amounts of phosphorus and 

nitrogen nutrients, which would cause 

Picture 4 – Aerial view of Viikinmaki wastewater treatment plant



 

Table 1. The wastewater treatment results at the Viikinmaki plant. 
 Environmental Permission, 

Finland. 
European Unit 
requirements. 

Treatment results, 2014. 

BOD7 <10 mg/l 

>95% 

<30 mg/l 

>70% 

5,8 mg/l 

97% 

Phosphorus (annual) <0,3 mg/l 

>95% 

<1,0 mg/l 

>80% 

0,24 mg/l 

97% 

Nitrogen (annual) >70% <10 mg/l 

>70% 

91% 
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eutrophication if they were released 

directly into the sea.

Both EU directives and national 

legislation have limitations for  

wastewater treatment. In addition to 

this, wastewater treatment plants are 

obligated to fulfill the plant-specific 

environmental permits set for them.

And about the lakes; the exact number 

is 187,888 lakes in Finland.

Sources:

The Finnish Water Utilities Association 

(FIWA) / Managing Director Osmo 

Seppala and Helsinki Region 

Environmental Services Authority / 

Director Jukka Piekkari.

Jyrki Paavilainen is a professional 

engineering consultant and area manager 

for Sweco Finland, a large engineering/ 

 

architectural/environmental firm that 

provides sustainable solutions for public 

and private clients throughout Finland. 

Mr. Paavilainen has a B.S. degree in Civil 

Engineering and lives in Helsinki with his 

wife and daughter. He can be reached at 

jyrki.paavilainen@sweco.fi.

Picture 5 – Wastewater treatment process in Viikinmaki plant
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n 2008, Coralville, Iowa endured 
flooding that would forever 
change the way the City looked 

at stormwater management. The Iowa 
River, which borders Coralville and 
Iowa City, produced a 500-year flood, 
devastating central and eastern Iowa. 
The Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) declared this flooding 
event the sixth largest natural disaster 
to occur within the United States. In 
Coralville, the damages totaled $7 
million in public infrastructure costs, 
$21 million in commercial losses and 
$4 million in damage to residential 
properties. Following the flood, the 
City started to change their way of 
thinking regarding flood protection 
during the large rain events, while also 

considering water quality protection 
during the small cumulative storms.

Sending stormwater to the road 
right-of-way is not a new concept. 
For years agriculture and small towns 
have been using road ditches to store 
and convey stormwater throughout 
their communities. As these small 
communities grew, the installation 
of curb and gutter systems naturally 
became the way that a city upgraded 
its stormwater infrastructure. The 
curb and gutter stormwater systems 
have been an effective way to move 
stormwater off of city streets; however, 
they have been a detriment to our 
local water bodies by contributing to 
water quality concerns, flooding and 

streambank erosion. All pollutants 
that accumulate on the roadways 
and adjacent properties are carried by 
stormwater directly into the nearest 
water body without any form of prior 
treatment. According to the EPA, 
non-point source pollution, such as 
urban stormwater, remains the primary 
reason 40% of surveyed rivers, lakes 
and estuaries are not clean enough to 
meet basic uses such as fishing and 
swimming. Urban streams receiving 
untreated stormwater cannot support 
healthy biologic communities. 
Every storm event links the river to 
the roadway. These rain events fill 
the roadways with water and send 
that water and all the accumulated 
pollutants into the rivers.

The road is in fact the river.

Stormwater practices used within 
rights-of-way
The road rights-of-way offer space to 
treat stormwater pollutants before 
sending water to the stream. Even 
very small rights-of-way within ultra-
urban areas can provide some form of 
treatment. All the practices listed below 
can be used within the road rights-of-
way.

Bio-retention cells and bioswales can 
be used within the right-of-way, along 
roadsides and trails. These systems can 
be implemented into the surrounding 
landscape and can reflect a variety of 
landscaping preferences. Some systems 
have a prairie look, while others are 

Amy Foster, CMS4S, CESSWI
Stormwater Coordinator
City of Coralville, Iowa
Member, APWA Water Resources Management Committee

Street rights-of-way reimagined

I

The Iowa River Landing Development showing new street infrastructure and stormwater planter 
boxes installed within the right-of-way.
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planted into a more traditional turfed 
or even rocked landscape.

Stormwater planters manage 
stormwater in an ultra-urban setting 
while allowing for traditional street tree 
plantings or other styles of plantings. 
Stormwater planters are aesthetically 
pleasing and can provide additional 
design elements to a landscape. Rock 
chambers that are hydrologically 
connected to other infiltration-based 
practices can allow cities to meet their 
water quality goals when working in 
small spaces.

Porous pavement systems are another 
solution for managing stormwater 
when there is limited green space or a 
large right-of-way. Porous pavement 
streets or sides of streets can provide 
stormwater treatment while also 
providing a transportation surface.

Modular systems are stormwater 
quality systems that come 
“pre-packaged” to include the 
infrastructure, soil mixes and other 
necessary components. Modular 
systems make installation easy and 
have less quality control issues.

Benefits
These stormwater practices provide 
flood protection and water quality 
benefits. But to city residents, they 
also provide aesthetic appeal and a 
sense of place. The residents become 
accustomed to the fact that in May, 
the foxglove will bloom white in the 
stormwater planters and in the winter 
the bluestem will add a deep red color 
in the bioswales.

The design storm events
We talk a lot about water quality versus 
water quantity. What it really comes 
down to is the 24-hour design storm. 
The water quality storm in Iowa is the 
1.25” rain event over 24 hours. This 
is Iowa’s 90th percentile storm event, 
which means that 90% of all storms are 
1.25” or less. The next level of storm 

event is the channel protection storm 
(also known as the one-year storm), 
which equates to the storm that 
damages streams and rivers by causing 
bank erosion. The channel protection 
storm in Iowa is the 2.4” rain event 
within 24 hours. This event has a 
1% probability of occurring during 
any rain event. In Iowa the 100-year 
storm event is 7.2” of rain within 24 
hours. This is the storm event which 
detention basins are sized to manage.

Case studies
In 2015, the City of Coralville 
completed three roadway projects that 
led the way to improving the quality 
and reducing the quantity of water in 
our local waterways. These projects 
utilized stormwater quality systems 
within the right-of-way.

The first project was the Coral Ridge 
Avenue Reconstruction Project. 

This project widened a heavily used 
roadway from two lanes to four, added 
a pedestrian/bike trail which included 
an underground tunnel, and installed 
stormwater practices within the right-
of-way. This project implemented five 
bioswales and two bio-retention cells 
to infiltrate not only the water quality 
volume but also the channel protection 
volume. One unique aspect of this 
project was that one of the bioswales 
is located between the sections of two-
lane roads within the roadway median. 
As a general practice, it can be assumed 
that stormwater is not directed to 
the middle of the roadways. Due to 
extreme topography on the roadsides 
of this project, stormwater was diverted 
to the median between the lanes. 
As always, this system was designed 
with overflows that would bypass the 
system in an extreme rain event larger 
than the 2.4” design storm. All of the 
bioswales and bio-retention cells are 
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outfitted with monitoring devices 
located at the inlets and at the outlets 
of the practices. The University of Iowa 
along with the Iowa Department of 
Agriculture and Land Stewardship have 
set up a system that will monitor this 
water quality system within its entirety 
for parameters including flow and 
chloride.

Street reconstruction projects 
offer an opportunity to manage 
stormwater differently the second 
time around. When the City of 
Coralville reconstructed 5th Street, 
an arterial street, the reconstruction 
project included ten blocks of 
street improvements, water mains 
and sanitary upgrades, utility 
improvements and the addition of 
water quality improvements within 
the right-of-way. This project was 
challenging because it involved 
retrofitting an existing area that had 
a small right-of-way with varying 
widths. The City installed stormwater 
planters and underground rock 
chambers. The underground rock 
chambers are hydrologically connected 
to the planter boxes so that water flows 
underground between the stormwater 
planters and the rock chambers, 
increasing the amount of space 

available to meet the City’s design 
storm requirements. This project was 
the first project within Coralville to 
include a designed forebay into the 
planter box specifications. This forebay 
picks up sediment, trash and other 
forms of debris before it gets into the 
planter box, making maintenance 
easier.

The third project completed is a street 
construction project, within a rapidly 
growing mixed-used development 
located on a 40-acre brownfield site. 
The brownfield project identified 
areas where contaminants existed 
within the soils. These areas are 
mapped, monitored and avoided 
when installing infiltration-based 
stormwater practices. This roadway 
project included the installation of a 
new two-lane road, lighting, sidewalks, 
and stormwater practices. This 
project is unique because it utilized 
stormwater planters, interconnected 
rock chambers and porous paver 
walkways within the right-of-way. The 
entire length and width of right-of-way 
provides water quality benefits.

The new paradigm
Stormwater quality infrastructure is 
becoming part of the design processes 

similar to the placement of any 
other utility within the right-of-way. 
Stormwater quality infrastructure is 
equally as important as conveyance 
infrastructure and, in Coralville, is 
considered a necessary component to 
the stormwater system. Installing green 
stormwater practices versus large pipe 
infrastructure can have a similar cost 
estimate and in some cases reduces 
project costs.

Additional consideration should be 
taken when contractors are conducting 
utility work within the right-of-way. 
Most cities require permits before work 
can be conducted within the right-of-
way. Ensuring the correct replacement 
and protection of water quality systems 
within the right-of-way should be 
discussed with the contractor during 
the permit process.

With this new understanding of 
urban stormwater quality we have an 
opportunity and responsibility within 
public works departments. Public 
works designs the roadways, maintains 
those roadways and often is responsible 
for maintaining MS4 permits and the 
condition of local waterways. All of it is 
within our wheelhouse. Reducing the 
harmful effects of urban stormwater 
runoff can be accomplished. We have 
the tools to design and implement 
these practices. As the designers and 
installers of the curb and gutter system, 
we have a responsibility to shift the 
paradigm of stormwater management 
from a system that is designed to move 
dirty water as quickly as possible away 
from our streets and communities to 
a system that holds, infiltrates, cleans 
and cools this water. We all live on 
waterfront property. The next time you 
review plans for a street construction or 
reconstruction project, consider asking 
the question, “What are we doing for 
water quality?”

Amy Foster can be reached at (319) 248-
1720 or afoster@coralville.org.

Coralville Mayor John Lundell (left) and City Administrator Kelly Hayworth pose for a quick photo 
near one of the many stormwater quality practices at the Iowa River Landing Development.
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n July 1, 2014, the California 
State Water Resources Control 
Board Division of Drinking 

Water (DDW) implemented the first 
ever in the U.S. hexavalent chromium 
[Cr(VI)] maximum contaminant level 

(MCL) for drinking water. The 10 
µg/L Cr(VI) MCL requires quarterly 
compliance monitoring at individual 
water sources that have Cr(VI) 
concentrations greater than 10 µg/L or 
entry points to the distribution system 
after treatment. Compliance with the 
MCL is to be determined by a running 
annual average of quarterly samples. 
Water utilities in California must also 
still comply with the longstanding 50 
µg/L total chromium (comprised of 
both Cr(VI) and trivalent chromium 
[Cr(III)]) new Cr(VI) MCL. Utilities 
outside of California are subject to the 
USEPA 100 µg/L total chromium MCL.

California American Water (CAW) 
Northern District in the Sacramento, 
Calif., metropolitan area has several 
groundwater sources with historical 
Cr(VI) concentrations above the new 
MCL. CAW elected to place these 
sources on standby in the interim 
and initiated a detailed desktop 
evaluation of potential compliance 
solutions. Both non-treatment and 
treatment options were considered, 
and five sources were determined 
to require treatment. The three 
Best Available Technology Cr(VI) 
treatment technologies including 
strong base anion exchange (SBA-IX), 
weak base anion exchange (WBA-
IX), and reduction coagulation 
filtration (RCF) were considered. 
Site-specific conditions were reviewed 
to assess applicability and anticipated 
treatment efficiency of each 
technology in terms of:

Chad Seidel, Ph.D., P.E., Vice President, Corona Environmental Consulting, LLC, Louisville, Colorado; 
Lacy Carothers, EIT, Project Manager, California American Water, Sacramento, California

Innovative solution for new hexavalent chromium 
drinking water regulation

O
Figure 1: A photograph of one of the pilot units
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• Capital, operations and 
maintenance, and lifecycle costs;

• Treatment performance and 
efficiency;

• Operational complexity and 
maturity;

• Residuals quantity and quality and 
associated disposal alternatives; and

• Permitting considerations.

This analysis confirmed SBA-IX as 
the most appropriate technology 
based on implementation feasibility 
and estimated lifecycle costs. SBA-IX 
treatment has been implemented 
by water utilities for nitrate, arsenic, 
perchlorate, and other groundwater 
contamination treatment. It has been 
researched and applied extensively, 
including recent demonstrations 
for Cr(VI) treatment in California. 
SBA-IX can operate in a regenerable 
or non-regenerable mode; however, 
non-regenerable mode has not been 
applied for full-scale Cr(VI) treatment. 
In regenerable mode, the exchange 
resin is regenerated with a brine 
solution, typically sodium chloride 
(NaCl), to restore the exchange 
capacity. In non-regenerable mode, 
spent exchange resin is removed and 
disposed and replaced with new resin. 
The feasibility and cost effectiveness 
of regenerable versus non-regenerable 
SBA-IX depends on site-specific water 
quality and corresponding treatment 
efficiency.

To validate the capital and operational 
costs developed in the desktop 
evaluation, CAW undertook an 
aggressive pilot testing approach at 
each of the impacted well sources, 
beginning in late 2014. In addition 
to validating anticipated capital and 
operational costs, pilot testing also 
served to benchmark the performance 
of four commercially available resins. 
A photograph of one of the pilot 

units is shown in Figure 1 on page 
41. Depending on the source tested, 
the SBA-IX pilot testing resulted in 
exceptional performance with 30,000 
to greater than 50,000 bed volumes of 
Cr(VI) treatment observed for the best 
resin tested. For perspective, 40,000 
bed volumes will result in nearly an 
acre foot (325,851 gallons) of treated 
water for every cubic foot of resin used.

Non-regenerable SBA-IX was selected 
for full-scale implementation 
based on the site-specific treatment 
performance, and more importantly, 
site constraints not allowing space 
for SBA-IX regeneration equipment. 
Additionally, since the impacted wells 
have Cr(VI) concentrations at or just 
slightly above the MCL, the non-
regenerable SBA-IX systems can bypass 
a portion of the flow to further reduce 
the requisite treatment footprint. The 
CAW non-regenerable SBA-IX systems 
will be the first of their kind for Cr(VI) 
treatment. A simplified schematic of 
the non-regenerable SBA-IX process is 
shown in Figure 2.

Following pilot testing, CAW has 
proceeded to implement full-scale non-
regenerable SBA-IX systems. In total, 
three systems are being designed to 
treat individual sources, while a fourth 
system will be designed to treat water 
from one of two sources at any given 

time. In order to bring these sources 
back to service as quickly as possible, 
CAW selected a unique project delivery 
approach. The approach involves pre-
procurement of the primary treatment 
equipment with simultaneous 
site design and improvements. 
Additionally, CAW has been proactive 
with local and state permitting entities, 
engaging them early in the process to 
get preliminary approval on the design 
concepts, and continuing the dialog 
throughout the process.

Chad Seidel is Vice President of Corona 
Environmental Consulting, LLC, a 
consulting firm focused on identifying and 
solving emerging water issues. He has over 
16 years of experience addressing water 
quality and treatment challenges within 
the drinking water community. Chad can 
be reached at (303) 887-1853 or cseidel@
coronaenv.com.

Lacy Carothers is a Project Manager for the 
Northern Division of California American 
Water, a subsidiary of American Water, 
which is headquartered in Voorhees, New 
Jersey. Lacy is the project manager for this 
project and has six years of experience in 
the design and management of water and 
other facilities for investor-owned utilities. 
Lacy can be reached at (916) 568-4215 or 
lacy.carothers@amwater.com.

Figure 2: A simplified schematic of the non-regenerable SBA-IX process
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ne of the most important 
components of public 
works is water resources 

management. Water resources are 
sources of water that are useful or 
potentially useful to humans, and 
they are important as many of the 
integral activities that sustain human 
life require water. Public works projects 
have many direct and indirect effects 
on the water resources of a community. 
In order to conserve our clean water, 
public works officials plan and design 
carefully as they construct buildings, 
parks, roads, water supply reservoirs, 
pipelines, landfills and other facilities 
that are necessary for the communities 
they serve.

Complying with environmental 
regulations is an important part of the 
engineering and construction phases 
of any public works project. Recently, 
there have been some proposed 
changes to the Clean Water Act (CWA) 
rules and definitions surrounding 
water resources, and these changes 
may affect public works projects work 
in wetland environments. To date, 
there has been much variability across 
local regulatory offices in how the 
CWA jurisdiction has been applied to 
certain wetlands and streams. The new 
proposed changes attempt to codify 
and standardize the jurisdictional 
determination process based on 
scientific evidence and the application 
of specific definitions. This may 
result in an increase in permitting 
requirements or it may result in a 
decrease in permitting scenarios 

based on the variability across local 
regulatory offices. This article will 
examine the body of current law 
surrounding the CWA regulation of 
waters and wetlands, and how the new 
proposed changes will affect the public 
works community.

Clean water is essential to our way of 
life, and vital to the health of humans, 
wildlife, and ecosystems. Freshwater 
accounts for only about 2.5% of the 
total amount of water on Earth, and 
the majority of this water is frozen in 
glaciers and polar ice caps. Most of 
the remaining unfrozen freshwater 

William L. Medlin, PWS, ENV SP
Project Scientist
Woodard & Curran
Duluth, Georgia

Regulatory encumbrance or vital natural resource protection?
How the new Clean Water Rule affects the public works community

O

Figure 1. Current status of CWA Jurisdiction since Rapanos Supreme Court Decision (2006)
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is present as groundwater, leaving 
only a very small percentage in 
streams, rivers, lakes, and other surface 
waterbodies. An abundant supply of 
clean water is also necessary for our 
economy. For example, agriculture, 
tourism, recreation, commercial 
fisheries, energy production, 
manufacturing, and many other 
industries rely on clean water and 
contribute billions of dollars annually 
to our national gross domestic product 
(GDP).

Current wetland law
Within the context of water resources 
there are certain features known as 
“Waters of the United States” that 
are defined by 33 CFR 328.3(b) and 
are regulated by federal, state, and 
local laws and policies, most notably 
Section 404 of the CWA (33 USC 1344) 
which is administered and enforced 
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE). Clear examples of Waters of 
the U.S. include streams, lakes, ponds, 

freshwater wetlands, and coastal 
estuarine marshlands. However, over 
the course of the last 30 years, the 
definition of certain water features 
being classified as Waters of the U.S. 
has varied. The Supreme Court cases 
United States vs. Riverside Bayview 
Home, Inc., Solid Waste Agency of 
Northern Cook County vs. USACE 
(SWANCC), and United States vs. 
Rapanos have each changed the way 
the agencies define Waters of the 
U.S. Figure 1 on page 43 illustrates 
the current practice by the USACE 
for determining CWA jurisdiction of 
Waters of the U.S., including wetlands.

What is a Water of the U.S.?
Table 1 below shows the technical 
definitions of Waters of the U.S., and 
provides some real-life examples for 
reference. Text in bold indicates certain 
features that have been inconsistently 
regulated across different USACE 
districts and local regulatory agency 
offices in the past.

What is not a Water of the U.S.?
Having defined what are Waters of 
the U.S., it is equally important to 
understand what are not Waters of the 
U.S. This distinction is critical when 
deciding whether or not a specific 
public works project would require a 
Section 404 permit from the USACE. 
The list below describes features that 
are not subject to regulation as Waters 
of the U.S. under the CWA. Several of 
the categories of excluded waters are 
highlighted because, when identified 
in the field, these features may be open 
to jurisdictional interpretation by the 
agencies because of the standards set 
forth in the new Clean Water Rule.

Waters that are specifically excluded 
from CWA regulation:

• Waste treatment systems, including 
treatment ponds or lagoons, 
designed to meet the requirements 
of the Clean Water Act.

Table 1. Waters of the U.S. as defined in 33 CFR Part 328 
DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

All waters which are currently used, were used in the 
past, or may be susceptible to use in interstate or 
foreign commerce, including all waters subject to the 
ebb and flow of the tide. 

Mississippi River, San Francisco Bay, Chesapeake 
Bay, Puget Sound, etc. 

All interstate waters, including interstate wetlands. Great Lakes, Savannah River, Great Dismal Swamp, 
Colorado River, Columbia River, etc. 

The territorial seas. Waters along the coast of the United States within 12 
nautical miles of the mean low water mark. 

All impoundments of a traditional navigable water, 
interstate water, the territorial seas or impoundment. 

Lake Mead, Lake Pontchartrain, Lake Lanier, Fort 
Peck Lake, etc. 

All waters, including wetlands, adjacent to a 
traditional navigable water, interstate water, the 
territorial seas, impoundment or tributary. Note: 
Tributaries may be perennial, intermittent, or 
ephemeral. 

Streams, creeks, and other flowing waterbodies, 
Louisiana and Mississippi Bayous, coastal 
marshlands, Kesterson Reservoir wetlands in Central 
Valley of California, etc.  

On a case-by-case basis, other waters, including 
wetlands, provided that those waters alone, or in 
combination with other similarly situated waters, 
including wetlands, located in the same region, have 
a significant nexus to a traditional navigable water, 
interstate water, or the territorial seas. 

The regulation of these waters was subject to 
interpretation and varied widely. 
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• Prior converted crop land.

• Ditches that are excavated wholly 
in uplands, drain only uplands, and 
have less than perennial flow.

• Ditches that do not contribute flow, 
either directly or through another 
water to a traditional navigable 
water, interstate water, the territorial 
seas, or an impoundment of a 
jurisdictional water.

• Artificially irrigated areas that 
would revert to upland should the 
application of irrigation water to 
that area cease.

• Artificial lakes or ponds created 
by excavating and/or diking dry 
land and used exclusively for 
such purposes as stock watering, 
irrigation, settling basins, or rice 
growing.

• Artificial reflecting pools or 
swimming pools created by 
excavating and/or diking dry land.

• Small ornamental waters created by 
excavating and/or diking dry land 
for primarily aesthetic reasons.

• Water-filled depressions created 
incidental to construction activity.

• Groundwater, including 
groundwater drained through 
subsurface drainage systems.

• Gullies, rills, and non-wetland 
swales.

The new Clean Water Rule 
On May 27, 2015, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and the USACE issued the Clean 
Water Rule defining the scope of and 
definition of waters protected under 
the federal CWA. The purpose of the 
rule is to “enhance protection of the 
nation’s public health and aquatic 
resources and increase CWA program 
predictability and consistency by 
increasing clarity as to the scope of 

‘waters of the United States’ protected 
by the Act.” The rule recognizes 
jurisdiction for three general categories: 
(1) waters that are jurisdictional 
in all instances, (2) waters that are 
excluded from CWA jurisdiction, and 
(3) waters subject to a case-specific 
analysis to determine whether they 
are jurisdictional. The rule became 
effective on August 28, 2015.

According to EPA and the USACE, this 
rulemaking comes after nearly a decade 
of receiving requests, comments, and 
questions from members of Congress, 
state and local officials, industry, 
agriculture, environmental advocacy 
groups, scientists, and the general 
public desiring clarification in regards 
to which waters are protected and 
regulated under the CWA. The EPA and 
USACE assert that by implementing 
this rule it will make permitting less 
costly, easier, and faster for businesses 
and industry. The list below highlights 
the major provisions of the new ruling 
according to the EPA.

Clean Water Rule provisions and 
intentions:
• Defines and regulates tributaries 

with substantial effect on chemical, 
physical, and biological health 
of downstream waters. The CWA 
protects traditional navigable 
waters and their tributaries. The 
new rule clarifies what constitutes 
a tributary by stating that a 
channel must show evidence of 
a bed, bank, and ordinary high 
water mark in order for them to be 
considered jurisdictional. Headwater 
ephemeral streams that have these 
characteristics will be regulated 
under the new final rule based on 
scientific evidence of significant 
nexus (i.e., connection or effect) to 
downstream waters.

• Provides clarity in the extent of 
protection to nearby waters. The 

rule regulates waters and wetlands 
that are neighboring and adjacent to 
rivers and lakes and their tributaries 
based on scientific evidence of how 
these features impact downstream 
waters. For the first time, the final 
rule establishes consistent and 
measureable limits for the inclusion 
of nearby waters and wetlands.

• Provides protection for national 
and regional waters of importance. 
Scientific evidence suggests that 
certain waters and wetlands 
have functions and values that 
significantly impact the chemical, 
physical, and biological integrity 
of downstream waters. The rule 
provides protection to these specific 
water bodies, which consist of 
prairie potholes, Carolina and 
Delmarva bays, pocosins, California 
vernal pools, and Texas coastal 
prairie wetlands, when studies show 
they impact downstream waters.

• Emphasis is placed on streams, not 
ditches. The rule restricts protection 
to ditches that are constructed using 
natural stream channels or that 
function like streams and can carry 
pollution to downstream waters. 
Ditches that are not constructed in 
natural streams and that only flow 
in response to rainfall events are not 
protected.

• Retains the current status of waters 
subject to Municipal Separate Storm 
Sewer Systems (MS4). The final rule 
does not modify how these waters 
are classified and regulated.

• Decreases the use of case-specific 
significant nexus analysis of 
waters and wetlands. Prior to this 
rulemaking, nearly any water 
body could be subject to a time-
consuming case-specific analysis, 
even if the end result was that the 
water body was determined to be 
non-jurisdictional.
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How does the new Clean Water 
Rule affect public works projects?
The new rule may add significant 
time and cost to some public works 
development and construction 
projects that impact Waters of the 
U.S. by requiring a Section 404 
dredge-and-fill permit for activities in 
certain aquatic features not previously 
subject to consistent regulation such 
as ephemeral drainages and isolated 
wetlands and open waters. One project 
example would be the widening of a 
county roadway where an ephemeral 
stream flows parallel alongside the 
existing roadway. This ephemeral 
stream carries storm flow directly 
into a perennial stream further down 
the project corridor. The new, wider 
roadway requires the placement 
of fill material into the ephemeral 
stream, and this action would require 
a Section 404 permit (and possibly 
compensatory mitigation) for the 
impacts to the ephemeral stream. 
Formerly, the determination of 
jurisdiction and the corresponding 
need for a permit for this type of 
activity was subject to regulatory 
interpretation, which varied between 
local USACE district offices.

Another example might be the 
expansion of a municipal solid waste 
landfill facility. The new, expanded 
landfill footprint would extend into 
an isolated, forested wetland and 
would require the placement of fill 
material and the clearing of trees in 
the wetland. The wetland proposed 
to be impacted is entirely surrounded 
by uplands, and does not have a 
readily observable connection to other 
waters of the U.S. Under the current 
interpretation of jurisdiction based on 
the Rapanos guidance, this wetland 
would be subject to a case-specific 
analysis and may be considered a 
non-jurisdictional feature and impacts 
would not require a permit. Under the 

new Clean Water Rule, this scenario 
would likely require a Section 404 
permit and compensatory mitigation 
for the wetland fill and clearing 
actions.

In both of the examples above, prior 
to the implementation of the new 
Clean Water Rule, there may be no 
Section 404 permit required if proper, 
defensible documentation could show 
that the ephemeral stream and the 
isolated wetland did not have more 
than a speculative or insubstantial 
effect on the chemical, physical, and/
or biological integrity of a traditional 
navigable water (i.e., significant nexus). 
Again, this determination would be 
subject to the local regulatory agency.

A third example would be a new 
municipal sewer pipeline that crosses 
an agricultural field with a drainage 
ditch running through it. The ditch 
is excavated out of uplands, yet 
there appears to be some water in 
the bottom of the ditch. However, 
the ditch obviously does not have 
perennial flow. The ditch will need 
to be temporarily impacted in order 
to install the pipeline, and some 
channel restoration will need to occur 
following construction to reestablish 
the drainage ditch. Under the current 
interpretation of the CWA, the ditch 
would be subject to a case-specific 
analysis and may be determined 
jurisdictional. Under the new rule, the 
ditch is specifically excluded from CWA 
jurisdiction and as such there would 
be no permit required for the impacts 
from installation of the pipeline.

Another way the new ruling affects 
public works projects that are located 
in or near wetland environments is in 
the post-field work resource mapping. 
Since the new rule establishes clearly 
defined measurable limits for when a 
water or wetland may be considered 
adjacent or neighboring, the accuracy 

and precision of field data collection 
and the corresponding mapping in 
Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) or AutoCAD will become 
extremely important. Where in the 
past, determination of neighboring 
and adjacency was subject to the best 
professional judgement of the wetland 
delineator, measurements from these 
programs will now likely form the basis 
of the determination of jurisdiction.

In practice, the new Clean Water 
Rule mostly makes jurisdictional 
determinations by USACE and EPA 
more uniform. It applies specific 
definitions to on-the-ground 
conditions and allows the professional 
wetland delineator to use those 
definitions to make the call one way 
or the other. It takes the guesswork out 
of the equation for most projects. In 
some cases, jurisdictional resources on 
a project will increase. In other cases, 
the solidified definitions may make it 
easier, and more legally defensible, to 
make the determination that no CWA 
jurisdiction exists. There will still be 
projects with resources on them that 
require a case-specific analysis, but 
overall the new rule should make those 
instances fewer and farther between 
and should decrease the inconsistency 
between local regulatory agencies that 
make jurisdictional determinations.

Conclusions, recommendations, and 
the path forward
On October 9, 2015, the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit stayed the 
Clean Water Rule nationwide pending 
further action of the court. The USACE 
and EPA are complying with the 
stay. The agencies have resumed use, 
nationwide, of the prior regulations 
defining the term Waters of the U.S., 
and will continue to apply these prior 
regulations during the stay.

Another aspect of this new ruling 
that warrants some discussion is the 
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type of jurisdictional determination 
that a public works project needs. For 
linear infrastructure projects, or other 
time-critical projects, that impact 
Waters of the U.S. and wetlands, 
it may be beneficial to proceed 
with a “preliminary” jurisdictional 
determination in lieu of an “approved” 
jurisdictional determination. By 
requesting a preliminary jurisdictional 
determination from the USACE, an 
applicant essentially cedes jurisdiction 
over all wetlands and waters that are 
delineated within the project area 
in order to expedite the permitting 
process. If a project has a longer 
planning term, or if the project is 
located in a geographic area where 
there are a significant number of 
features that may be subject to a case-
specific analysis due to the landscape, 
then it may be more beneficial to 
request an approved jurisdictional 
determination. Public works officials 
should proactively engage their 
environmental teams early on in 
the project design and engineering 
phase, so that the appropriate type of 
jurisdictional determination is selected.

The new Clean Water Rule is intended 
to make the process of identifying 
Waters of the U.S. easier to understand, 
more predictable, and more consistent 
with best-available science. In theory, 
this would make compliance easier so 
that projects do not suffer unnecessary 
schedule delays and cost overruns. 
In practice, it may have regulatory 
consequences by expanding the 
scope of CWA jurisdiction over some 
wetlands and water bodies such as 
ephemeral streams, constructed 
ditches and basins, and certain 
regional types of natural isolated 
wetlands now included as regulated 
waters by definition. The rule may 
also have positive effects for projects 
too, due to the precise definitions 
of features that are now exempted 
from jurisdiction. For the public 

works community, the need will still 
exist on most projects for a detailed 
investigation and accurate delineation 
of waters and wetlands subject to CWA 
protection due to the requirement for 
observation of specific characteristics 
to allow for a scientifically defensible 
determination of jurisdiction.

William L. Medlin is a professional 
wetland scientist working on 
environmental permitting, assessment, 
and restoration projects. He can be 
reached at (770) 622-6766 or wmedlin@
woodardcurran.com.
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aybe it’s just me but those 

baseball caps advertised as 

“One Size Fits All”…don’t. 

Some are labeled more accurately 

as “One Size Fits Most”—same hat, 

less hype. In technology circles, 

perfection is often seen as one device 

or application that does everything, 

something akin to the Swiss army 

knife. In the past, control systems were 

seen as proprietary and the software 

tools too limited to achieve Swiss-army-

knife status. I’d argue that today we can 

have significant flexibility and reuse 

in our control systems if we’re willing 

to do the work up front. We may not 

reach “one size fits all,” but with proper 

planning and implementation we can 

achieve “one size fits most” and the 

corresponding benefits.

Of course, there are some conditions 

for a generic control system design. We 

don’t expect the same control system 

design to work at a well site, booster 

pump station, and water treatment 

plant—as each is functionally unique. 

However, generic design concepts can 

be applied individually to all three site 

types. We will look more closely at well 

David Patrick, P.E., Vice President, MSO Technologies, Inc., Thousand Oaks, California; 
Lacy Carothers, EIT, Project Manager, California American Water, Sacramento, California

One size fits most: generic control system design 
for well upgrade programs

M

Generic Well Pump Overview
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sites which are a great fit for generic 

design. We define a generic design to 

include the following: field IO (analog 

and digital inputs and outputs), 

control panel design, PLC program, 

and HMI screens. The questions we’ll 

discuss are: what are the anticipated 

benefits and trade-offs of generic 

design, what factors affect suitability to 

generic design, and how do we execute 

generic design in terms of electrical 

design, PLC programming, and HMI 

configuration for well sites?

California American Water (CAW) 

Northern (Sacramento) District 

answered these questions and chose 

to implement a generic design 

philosophy in anticipation of their 

continuing well upgrade program. 

CAW has over one hundred wells in 

their system of varying age and control 

system design.

Benefits and trade-offs
Benefits of a properly applied generic 

design are summed up in one word: 

repeatability. Anticipated benefits 

include ease of replication, repeatable 

functionality, and repeatable user 

interface. All of this leads to ease of 

maintenance, training, and lower 

overall per-site upgrade cost. As 

expected, these benefits stem from 

the one-design concept. One set of 

drawings and specifications, one PLC 

program, and one set of generic HMI 

screens make the upgrade process 

straightforward and less costly to 

upgrade multiple wells. For California 

American Water, repeatability was a 

key factor in making the decision for 

a generic design. Having over 100 well 

sites meant that once the upfront costs 

of the generic design was complete, 

then CAW could update well sites at 

their own speed. The cost of updating 

a single site in future years is driven 

down as there is no need to pay for 

design drawings, specifications, HMI 

screens or a PLC program—as this was 

done in the beginning.

One PLC program and one set of 

HMI screens ensures that each well 

will have identical functionality and 

operation via the user interface which 

greatly simplifies personnel training. 

Each control panel is built the same so 

maintenance personnel no longer need 
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to remember the nuances between sites 

or era of installation when diagnosing 

an issue. Spare part inventory is also 

reduced as all well sites use the same 

equipment.

Another main advantage of the generic 

HMI screens is when things go wrong. 

If there is a bug that is found in a 

screen, by limiting the development 

to one set of screens, updating one 

screen means all sites will have the bug 

fix immediately. One disadvantage 

of the generic design is the up-front 

engineering and software development 

costs. These costs are greater than 

the development costs for a single 

site as the design and software of the 

generic program must take more into 

account if they are to be truly effective 

for a maximum number of sites. Too 

few sites may mean the up-front 

engineering and programming costs 

can’t be justified when spread across 

only a few dissimilar field sites.

Suitability for generic design
Just like the Swiss army knife—the one 

knife which is good for all situations—

one PLC program which is good for 

all sites is the ideal situation. Imagine 

one design, one PLC program and one 

set of HMI screens, all the same, at 

every well site. The reality is that there 

are some instances where this utopia 

cannot be met. Generic design may not 

be a suitable strategy if there are too 

few well sites or the majority of wells 

are vastly different from each other in 

terms of function and field IO.

Execution of generic design
Often PLC programming and HMI 

configuration are viewed as only 

a post-design activity. However, a 

successful generic design requires that 

the capabilities of the PLC and HMI be 

clearly understood because they play 

Self-Testing Power System
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a key role in the design process. The 

control panel design is conducted by 

first auditing all the sites for their field 

IO requirements and any non-existing 

IO you wish to include in future site 

upgrades. The sites with the largest 

IO maps become the superset of IO 

and drive the discussion and decision 

making towards a single design or 

perhaps multiple designs to support 

generic sub types. From this point on, 

the electrical design continues with 

sound design practice as with any other 

control system design.

Generic design requires a willingness 

to consider all site commonalities, and 

more importantly, all site anomalies. 

Doing so will deliver a cost-effective, 

truly generic design that will provide 

long-term value to the organization. 

To make it successful, all stakeholders 

(operations, maintenance, 

engineering, administration) need to 

be on board with the generic design 

process and the required effort. 

CAW looks forward to a successful 

implementation of their well upgrade 

program because they already know 

how all the sites and screens will work.

David Patrick is the Vice President of 

MSO Technologies, Inc. He has over 25 

years of experience in 

the management, design 

and implementation 

of automated control 

and information system 

projects for both investor-

owned and municipal 

utilities as well as the 

private industry. David 

can be reached at (805) 

379-8668 or dpatrick@

msotech.com.

Lacy Carothers is a 

Project Manager for the 

Northern Division of 

California American 

Water, a subsidiary of 

American Water, which 

is headquartered in 

Voorhees, New Jersey. Lacy 

is the project manager for 

this project and has six 

years of experience in the 

design and management 

of water and other 

facilities for investor-

owned utilities. Lacy can 

be reached at (916)568-

4215 or lacy.carothers@

amwater.com.

Generic Well Control Panel
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he City of Charlotte 

developed an innovative Post 

Construction Stormwater 

Ordinance (PCSO) and stakeholder 

participation has been essential for 

shaping it. While local environmental 

data and cost-benefit analysis were 

essential, input from a variety of 

City departments, City Council and 

external stakeholder groups made 

this ordinance truly unique. It has 

pushed staff to strengthen their case 

for regulations more protective than 

the state’s model ordinance, and 

develop provisions proven to maximize 

environmental benefits and flexibility 

for development.

In 2005, National Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System (NPDES) 

regulations required the City to 

develop a PCSO, but staff saw an 

opportunity to address a range of water 

quality, flooding and development 

issues.

• The majority of the city’s streams 

were impaired by sediment, and a 

lake used for drinking water had 

nutrient problems.

• State funding for watershed 

restoration projects was decreasing.

• A federally endangered species 

(Carolina heelsplitter; a freshwater 

mussel) had created a moratorium 

on water expansion and 

development in certain watersheds.

• There were approximately 6,000 

unrepaired flooding and erosion 

problems across the city and 

complaints were on the rise.

• The population was growing at 

unprecedented rates and incentives 

were needed to meet City Council’s 

priorities for economic development 

in older areas.

The writing was on the wall. The 

City needed an ordinance that 

could address more than just NPDES 

regulations. One of the first calls to 

action was to work with stakeholders.

For the next 18 months, staff provided 

extensive scientific and cost-benefit 

analysis to stakeholders and worked 

with them to develop a proposal for 

City Council. “The stakeholder process 

Marc Recktenwald, Water Quality Program Manager, and Kristen O’Reilly, Water Quality Specialist, 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water Services, Charlotte, North Carolina

Stakeholders shape Charlotte’s innovative 
Stormwater Ordinance

T

Stakeholder input has been critical for shaping 
Charlotte’s Stormwater Ordinance.
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brought together community factions 

often at odds with each other,” said 

developer Mark Houle. “The greatest 

benefit was making sure everyone’s 

questions were answered, especially 

those in the development community, 

since they are the ones using this 

ordinance the most.”

The 2006 proposal for a PCSO included 

three main requirements:

• Stormwater Structural Control 

Measures (SCMs) to reduce total 

suspended solids, phosphorous, 

flooding and erosion.

• Buffers ranging in width from 30 to 

200 feet.

• Undisturbed Open Space 

requirements that vary from 10 to 

25 percent of the developed area, 

depending on the amount of Built-

Upon-Area (BUA).

One unique aspect of the proposal was 

to divide the city into three districts so 

regulations could be more restrictive 

than the state’s model ordinance, 

depending on different local 

environmental priorities particular to 

that district. For example, projects in 

areas where endangered species were 

located or that drained directly to lakes 

used for drinking water were required 

to have larger buffers and lower 

development densities.

Another unique part of the proposal 

was requirements applied to all 

projects, even redevelopment projects. 

This was also different than the 

state’s model ordinance. Staff viewed 

this as critical for not just protecting 

waterways from degradation, but 

restoring them from impairment too.

While staff felt their 2006 proposal 

was ready for adoption, pressure from 

the development industry concerning 

compliance costs led City Council 

to ask for more cost analysis and 

stakeholder input prior to adoption.

In 2007, after a robust cost-analysis 

and a year’s worth of additional 

stakeholder meetings, staff returned to 

City Council with unique mitigation 

options, including a mitigation fee 

in lieu of onsite requirements. The 

mitigation options would provide 

more flexibility and predictability for 

development and redevelopment and 
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attract revitalization to economically 

distressed areas and corridors where 

the City’s new light rail was being built. 

Mitigation fees would be used in the 

watershed where they were collected 

and fund the implementation of 

SCMs, stream restoration and projects 

providing watershed recovery.

In 2011, the economic downturn was 

in full swing and external stakeholders 

approached the City again. Developers 

wanted more flexibility for compliance 

with redevelopment projects and 

City staff wanted to encourage 

redevelopment over greenfield 

development. Staff proposed allowing 

the use of mitigation fees for all 

redevelopment projects, but increased 

fees outside of areas prioritized for 

redevelopment. The changes were 

approved under the condition that it 

would be reevaluated in 2014.

Since 2008, mitigation fees have been 

used to fund offsite regional restoration 

projects where pollutants could be 

removed at a faster rate than would’ve 

been achieved by SCMs onsite.

“Charlotte has fifteen years of scientific 

data and cost-analysis that leads us 

to conclude that regional controls 

are preferred over onsite controls in 

our impaired watersheds,” said Daryl 

Hammock, Assistant Manager for 

Charlotte’s Stormwater Services.

An example of a project where 

mitigation fees will be used in 

combination with stormwater fees is 

the Briar Creek-Chantilly project. This 

project is located where 300 apartment 

units once stood in the floodplain 

and severe flooding was repeatedly 

occurring. Mecklenburg County 

and FEMA purchased the site and 

demolished the structures. The City 

and County now propose to restore a 

more natural stream and a vegetated 

buffer to approximately 5,000 linear 

feet of the highly altered channel and 

construct a wet pond and a wetland to 

remove stormwater pollutants from 

single family residential, industrial and 

commercial areas. Mitigation fees make 

this project possible.

When the time came in 2014 to 

review the mitigation section of the 

PCSO, City Council again told staff 

to conduct a stakeholder process. 

This time it was to address concerns 

that the mitigation fees may not 

protect high quality headwater 

streams or that development-friendly 

mitigation options might be removed. 

By November 2015, staff completed 

another 14-month stakeholder process 

that worked through what initially 

seemed to be a stalemate.

Mitigation fees helped make the Briar Creek-Chantilly project possible.
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“We reached consensus by considering 

all options,” said Houle. “We discussed 

everything in so much detail from so 

many different angles, and eliminated 

alternatives so that we didn’t have any 

other place to go. It took a lot of time 

to explain ideas, discuss options and 

exhaust opinions.”

“We hit rock bottom. It truly didn’t 

seem like we were going to reach 

common ground,” said Eric Spangler, 

a stakeholder representative of 

an environmental group. “I don’t 

think everyone was intentionally 

grandstanding, but we all had to 

present every idea before we could 

reach unanimous consensus. I don’t 

think we would’ve made as much 

progress if staff had only pushed for 

a majority vote.” Recommendations 

from this stakeholder group will be 

presented to City Council in early 2016.

The creation and refinement 

of Charlotte’s PCSO has been 

challenging. It has been more than ten 

years since staff started working with 

stakeholders to develop regulations 

they thought were complete in 2007. 

Many municipalities pull a template 

PCSO off the shelf, but Charlotte 

was determined to customize its 

ordinance based on measured scientific 

data, detailed analysis and extensive 

stakeholder input.

“The result is an ordinance that is 

more protective of water quality and 

more flexible than the state’s model 

ordinance, cost-effective for restoring 

impaired watersheds, and strategic 

for allowing economic development 

through mitigation options,” said Marc 

Recktenwald, Water Quality Program 

Manager. “While the stakeholder 

process is resource-consuming, it did 

produce a better product.”

Marc Recktenwald leads the Water Quality 

Team for the City of Charlotte with over 

20 years of experience in environmental 

compliance and watershed improvement. 

He can be reached at (704) 336-3122 or 

mrecktenwald@ci.charlotte.nc.us.

 

Kristen O’Reilly is a Water Quality 

Specialist with over 15 years of experience 

assisting cities and counties to comply 

with NPDES regulations. She can be 

reached at (704) 432-0970 or koreilly@

ci.charlotte.nc.us.
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sset management has been 
a hot topic at public works 
conferences over the past 

few years. Local governments have 
different levels of resources, numbers 
of assets, and technologies that 
support asset management. City staff 
has a responsibility to effectively and 
efficiently manage the public works 
assets that have been entrusted to us. 
Information about an asset is needed 
to provide a means to manage the 
asset. The required information, per 
asset, will differ for each department 
according to the programs and 
regulations that are in place within 
those departments. This article will 
highlight the path that one city, the 
City of Killeen, Tex., took to develop 
and implement its asset management 
program for utilities.

The population of Killeen has grown 
relatively fast. Along with the growth 
came new regulations and the need to 
formally document the City’s assets. 
When beginning an asset management 
program for utilities, it is important 
to know what resources are currently 
available, the type of assets you want to 
track and what information regarding 
those assets you want to store. Other 
items to consider might be: do you 
have key personnel that plan on 
retiring in the near future?; are there 
key personnel within your organization 
that you tend to call during most 
emergencies?; and, do you have a plan 
in place to document their knowledge 
prior to their departure from your 
organization? In order to address these 

types of requirements and concerns, 
the City of Killeen developed a multi-
phased plan to capture the necessary 
data on their assets.

Prior to the year 2000, Killeen’s 
multiple departments worked 
independently to track their respective 
assets utilizing AutoCAD software, 
paper maps, index cards, vellum 
maps, and the memories of veteran 
staff. Resources used to manage assets 
included hand-drafted maps for 
water lines, sewer lines, land parcels, 
addressing, historic annexation 
boundaries, and extra-territorial 
jurisdiction boundaries. Another 
resource was the County Tax Appraisal 
District’s maps which provided land 
ownership information. During the 
City’s transition to an Enterprise 
GIS system, which would provide 
the inventory necessary for asset 
management, it was necessary to 
consolidate all existing map and data 
resources into one repository for data 
conversion.

In the year 2000, the City adopted its 
first GIS Master Plan which included 
staffing recommendations and funding 
for a five-year period, multi-phased 
implementation. A critical piece 
was to include and educate all City 
department heads on the benefits that 
GIS would bring to their respective 
departments. After the GIS Master Plan 
was adopted, the City contracted with 
IT Nexus Inc. to implement the five 
phases. This included gathering data 
resources, performing data conversion 

and quality control. This activity 
created the SDE database in which 
all data sets and feature classes would 
reside. The data conversion process 
produced a central ESRI Enterprise 
Geodatabase. Once the geodatabase 
was created the GIS Division was able 
to launch the City’s first GIS website, 
which was a public website that 
provided information such as parcel 
ownership, parcel addresses, council 
wards, FEMA floodplain, streets, aerials, 
and city limits data. Killeen chose to 
establish the landbase first and then 
developed other utility features such 
as water and sewer data, drainage, and 
solid waste data. After the five-year 
data conversion and implementation 
plan was completed, the City began 
developing methods to deliver the 
data to the people that needed it to 
do their jobs. The goal was to leverage 
the GIS data to improve workflows and 
create work efficiencies. To achieve 
the asset management piece the 
City purchased Cityworks software, 
which, when used, was accessible as a 
toolbar within ArcGIS. Cityworks is a 
proven and genuine GIS-centric asset 
management solution, combined with 
the power of ArcGIS and its robust 
asset data management repository, to 
perform intelligent and cost-effective 
inspection, monitoring, and condition 
assessment. The City has since moved 
to Cityworks AMS (asset management 
system), their web-based product. 
Killeen’s Street, Water and Sewer, and 
Drainage Divisions are the primary 
Cityworks users.

Colen Wilson, GIS Manager, City of Killeen, Texas; Derrick McBride, GIS Analyst, City of Killeen, 
Texas; and Kristina Ramirez, CFM, P.E., Director of Environmental Services, City of Killeen, Texas, 
and member, APWA Water Resources Management Committee

Asset Management, GIS, and Water Resources: 
One city’s story

A
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The City also contracted out the 
digitization of all utility easements 
dedicated to the City for maintenance. 
The type of utility data included basics 
such as material, size, location and 
type. Additional information on the 
utility assets, such as installation dates 
and maintenance data, was not added 
until later. Each entity should plan out 
which data is mission-critical and how 
much information to include in each 
phase of implementation.

The City realized that to maintain 
a successful and useful GIS system, 
data integrity was of the upmost 
importance. Once data is no longer 
accurate it is no longer useful. To 
ensure data integrity, update processes 
needed to be established for each 
feature class that was captured. This 
included putting procedures in place 
in order to keep up with the City’s 
continued growth and managing the 
changes for existing assets. A good 
example of this would be the parcel 
features. There is a continuous flow 
of new parcels being created by the 
platting process, while at the same 
time established parcels may be split or 
change owners.

The City, around the year 2006, 
began expanding its GIS database by 
adding FEMA, Aviation, Community 
Development Block Grant, Crime, Fire 
Department, Parks, Code Enforcement, 
and 911 response data. We continue to 
seek database expansion by collecting 
and storing new data as an opportunity 
presents itself. In 2009 the GIS team 
partnered with the Information 
Technology Department to migrate 
its stand-alone servers to a virtual 
environment.

Some of the initial data entered 
into SDE, from the consultant’s 
data conversion efforts, was only an 
approximation of the location of the 
assets due to the source documents 

from which it was taken. To increase 
the asset location accuracy the GIS 
team introduced projects that would 
take them to the field to locate and 
verify location information. Trimble 
GPS units were used to gather the 
location data and store any additional 
attribute data that may have been 
needed. The City took two approaches 
to better document the location of 
its assets. The first approach was to 
utilize existing City staff to field-verify 
the above-ground assets utilizing GPS 
equipment. The second approach was 
to get City operations staff to mark 
up map books noting discrepancies 
discovered while in the field. Those 
markups were then given to the GIS 
team for editing.

Currently the GIS team is focused on a 
software migration, data maintenance, 
and leveraging new tools provided by 
ESRI such as ArcGIS online and ArcGIS 
Pro. The GIS servers will remain within 
a virtual environment as we move to 
ArcGIS 10.4.

While a majority of the information 
within the GIS database is available  
to the public via the City’s GIS 
website, some GIS data is restricted 
and limited to City staff access in 
accordance with its vulnerability 
assessments. The City has been able 
to link the GIS database to the routing 
systems and code enforcement 
modules. This has allowed code 
enforcement in multiple departments 
to work together more efficiently 
on court cases. The combination of 
CityWorks and the GIS database has 
also allowed the City to become more 
effective in analyzing information, 
identifying problem areas, and 
prioritizing repairs in the water, sewer 
and drainage utilities. The improved 
accuracy in prioritizing has resulted in 
increased regulatory compliance and 
detailed replacement plans.

The initial buy-in from the top down 
is credited to the success of the 
City’s asset management program 
for utilities. GIS systems need to be 
constantly updated and adjusted 
according to asset management 
and regulatory requirements. Data 
integrity should remain the top 
priority for any entity utilizing GIS 
technologies. Whether you are 
beginning or maintaining your asset 
management program we offer you 
these suggestions:

1.  Establish a GIS Master Plan 
to manage the assets that 
includes funding and staffing 
recommendations.

2.  Accomplish GIS buy-in from 
leadership and stakeholders.

3.  Think enterprise solution…not 
stand-alone islands of data.

4.  Data integrity is always the top 
priority in a successful GIS.

5.  Utilize your data to increase 
economies and efficiencies within 
your entity.

While the City of Killeen utilized an 
ESRI Enterprise GIS and supporting 
software programs to manage assets, 
there are other methods to successful 
asset management. The keys are to 
establish an accurate asset inventory, 
know the location of those assets, and 
collect the information (attributes) 
you need about those assets that will 
support good decision making. If you 
accomplish these keys you will be in 
a great position to efficiently manage 
your assets and produce cost savings.

Colen Wilson can be reached at (254) 
501-7885 or cwilson@killeentexas.gov; 
Derrick McBride can be reached at (254) 
501-7600 or dmcbride@killeentexas.
gov; and Kristina Ramirez can be reached 
at (254) 501-7627 or kramirez@
killeentexas.gov.
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ne of the most difficult things 

civil servants experience in 

the public works profession 

is, ironically, working with the 

public. In fact, when I speak within 

our profession about public process, 

I rarely get a reaction of excitement 

when discussing public outreach and 

involvement. We prefer to do our 

jobs, do them well, in the background 

without the public even noticing. As a 

result, most of us are not geared up for 

deliberately engaging the public. We 

often leave the public process to others 

who don’t have the knowledge or 

understanding of what is truly needed 

causing us to miss the target. We hold 

public meetings, present the facts, but 

evidence of meaningful engagement 

with the public is difficult to find, 

especially when it comes to master 

planning for water and sewer utilities. 

So why should we look to proactively 

engage the public if what we do seems 

to work?

One reason for us to encourage 

public involvement is to recognize it 

as a fundamental part of our role as 

public servants. The root of public 

engagement goes back a long way to 

our founding as a nation. Thomas 

Jefferson believed a lack of public 

involvement in government would 

create mistrust between the citizens 

and the government. The decisions 

that drive needed investments in 

water and sewer utilities are often 

policy decisions, and are not purely 

operational and engineering decisions. 

The point is that we owe our citizens 

meaningful engagement, particularly 

at the local level, and one of the places 

that lacks this engagement is in the 

area of utility master planning.

Another reason for us to create 

opportunities for public engagement 

is the overwhelming amount of 

investments needed in our public 

utility systems. The amount of 

investment on a national scale is 

staggering and is evident in reviewing 

the American Society of Civil 

Engineers (ASCE) infrastructure report 

cards. These report cards show that 

communities across the country are 

failing to make the needed investments 

in their water, stormwater, and sewer 

utilities. Thousands of communities 

struggle with maintaining aging 

infrastructure and keeping up with 

new regulations and growth. Despite 

the well-documented need and our 

best efforts, we continue to run into 

resistance and find ourselves trying 

to sell the need to our Councils and 

Boards, as well as the community and 

often end up doing less than what is 

needed.

Even though the need for these 

investments seems clear to us, having 

had limited participation in the 

process, the public rarely comes to the 

same conclusion. Oftentimes, the first 

we see the public involvement is when 

they see their utility bills increase, 

at which point they react. We are all 

painfully aware that the more the 

community reacts to rate increases, 

the more the political will to continue 

the needed investments decreases. 

Considering the level of investment 

that is needed in most communities, 

it’s naïve to think the community will 

continue to accept rate increases unless 

understanding for the need increases 

as well.

The process of developing utility 

master plans is typically an exercise 

done by engineers and operational staff 

with some management oversight. It is 

rare for the public to have much, if any, 

involvement in the development of 

these documents. Furthermore, these 

documents are rarely read by more 

than the individuals who wrote them. 

This is a huge missed opportunity for 

us to close the gap between identifying 

the needs, and implementing the 

projects. We live in an informed 

society, and the days of telling the 

public “trust me, I am an engineer” 

no longer works. In a world driven 

by Google searches from everything 

between medical conditions to car 

repairs, the public is no longer willing 

to accept the expert’s word. They want 

to understand and see for themselves 

what is driving the need for these 

utility investments. To get the public 

involved we need to change how we 

Thomas R. Hickmann, P.E.
Director of Engineering and Infrastructure Planning
City of Bend, Oregon
Member, APWA Water Resources Management Committee

Using utility master planning for public engagement 
and developing public support

O
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think. What is needed, what is missing, 

is meaningful public engagement 

in the master planning process. We 

need more than an open house, more 

than a few public presentations and 

more than good engineering on our 

side. We need a strategy for involving 

citizens as early as possible in the 

master planning process in order to 

foster understanding amongst all 

stakeholders.

Most of us rely on our planning 

documents for our water, wastewater, 

and stormwater utilities to guide us 

on investments and timing of when 

the investments are needed. Good 

planning documents not only identify 

what projects are needed and when, 

but they also provide good financial 

estimates that should be tied with 

budget planning documents and 

linked to utility rate models. What 

we miss is the opportunity to use the 

master planning process and resulting 

documents to inform the public of the 

long-term and short-term impacts to 

the community. Pulling the public into 

this process can result in community 

support that is needed for those 

investments. Community support 

often translates to political will.

As suggested earlier, to pull the public 

into the master planning process 

we must invest the time and create a 

strategy to be effective. This can’t be 

a “check the box” exercise, and there 

is no one-size-fits-all type of process. 

But if you are struggling to develop the 

support you need to implement the 

needed investments, it may be well 

worth your time to consider pulling 

the public into your master planning 

process.

In Bend, Oregon, we found ourselves 

with significant public resistance to 

making the investments needed in 

both our water and sewer utilities. 

After completing a water master plan 

and struggling to gain support for 

the needed investments, we opted 

for a different approach with the 

sewer master plan. Bend City Council 

appointed eighteen community 

members to serve on what became 

known as the Sewer Infrastructure 

Advisory Group (SIAG). We spent 

two and a half years working with 

this group allowing them to make 

many of the very complex decisions 

that were required to complete the 

master plan. It was not easy, nor was 

it always comfortable. But in the end, 

we developed a detailed plan that 

required significant investments for the 

City that had broad support from the 

community and City Council.

The effort of involving citizens in the 

master planning process has garnered 

ongoing support and continues to 

pay off long after the work of creating 

the master plan is done. We recently 

discovered that several large capital 

projects that we believed we could 

postpone in order to soften rate 

increases would need to be completed 

much sooner than anticipated. 

Although moving these projects 

forward in the CIP resulted in larger 

rate increases than what was projected, 

our Council understood the need 

and because of SIAG’s involvement 

in the process they knew that they 

had community support. Instead of 

city staff and Council spreading the 

message for the needed investments, 

we have community members engaged 

in public forums explaining the need 

to other community members.

How long this community support 

will last we don’t know. We recognize 

that we cannot have as high a level 

of community involvement for every 

master plan because of the time and 

cost constraints; however, we will work 

with the public as much as possible in 

the future.

During the process of developing 

the sewer master plan, I was also 

working on my Masters of Public 

Administration at Portland State 

University. I based my thesis project 

on my experience in utility master 

planning and focused my research 

on the different forms of public 

process. I was surprised to find that 

there is almost no documentation 

or data available on the issue. I 

found information on public process 

for transportation system master 

planning, and a few cases of localized 

community master planning for 

sewer systems that was limited 

within neighborhoods, but there was 

absolutely nothing that covered a 

broad utility master planning effort. 

As a result, I would like to ask readers 

for their help. I am trying to collect 

information from communities 

about their public engagement for 

utility master planning. Even if 

your community has done no such 

process, that information is useful. If 

you are interested in participating in 

answering a few simple questions on 

the issue, please send me an e-mail 

at thickmann@bendoregon.gov 

saying you would like to participate. 

Understanding the benefits of public 

process and the different forms of 

it used in utility master planning is 

something that is beneficial to all of us.



After being located at 2345 Grand Boulevard in Kansas City’s Crown Center district for the past 
20 years, the APWA headquarters office will be moving downtown to One Kansas City Place in 
mid-February. The move allows us to add 3,000 additional square feet to our space for projected 
future growth. APWA has signed a 10-year lease for the new office space.

All of the current phone, e-mail and fax numbers will remain the same for a seamless transition. 
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“We are seeing more and more 
recreational drones popping 

up in our area and we’re not certain 
what we should be doing to control 
the issue before they become a 
problem. Are you aware of any 
regulations we might reference?”

The use of drones for both 
commercial and recreational 

purposes does seem to be growing 
rapidly. I have shared instances where 
our members have found the use of 
drones to be a real asset in developing 
onsite projects that are spread out 
of a large area and require careful 
measurements and monitoring. It is 
my understanding that the Federal 
Aviation Administration has not 
yet issued a final set of regulations 
governing the operation of unmanned 
aircraft, but they have issued a 
proposed set of guidelines that asks 
recreational pilots to abide by. They 

also require all businesses interested 
in operating drones to register for a 
commercial exemption and at of the 
end of December, began requiring 
all new drone purchases intended 
for recreational use to be registered 
online. The State of North Carolina, 
home to the Wright Brothers “First 
Flight,” has established guides for 
their own to implement and manage 
regulations that pertain to state laws 
concerning these operations within 
North Carolina. They pertain to the 
same three categories the FAA has 
in place: recreation, government 
use, and commercial use. If you’re 
interested in seeing what they have 
adopted, you can do so at their website 
at http://www.ncdot.gov/aviation/
uas/. This site lists details on federal 
and state requirements for commercial 
operators, including exemptions and 
permits. Happy to know you’re being 
forward thinking!

“Our town began using social 
media, Facebook, Twitter, to 

try to let the public know what 
is happening and, for the most 
part, it has worked out pretty well. 
However, it seems that some people 
can really create problems when 
they post information that isn’t 
accurate and we don’t know how to 
combat that. Any ideas?”

I’m guessing there are a number of 
our agencies that would really like 

to have a good answer to that question! 
We used to complain in the past about 
having a daily or weekly newspaper 
in our small cities because they could 
write anything they wanted and it was 
difficult for us to get them to print a 
retraction or even a Letter to the Editor 
that clarified the misinformation they 
had published. With social media, that 
ship has already sailed and we are often  
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vilified because someone misread or 
misinterpreted information about a 
project and chose that as their new 
“issue” of the day.

I read about a small city in North 
Carolina that recently felt the sting of 
social media in a big way. The city had 
received an application for a fourth 
solar farm in their city limits, one in 
each corner of the city, and each is 
a major solar installation. The Town 
Council decided to place a moratorium 
on solar farms at the three already 
approved. The local paper quoted a 
resident complaining to the Town 
Council that solar farms would take 
away sunshine from nearby vegetation. 
Another warned that solar panels 
would suck up energy from the sun. 
Both are ridiculous statements but 
we can all relate to the frustration of 
residents when a project is not of their 
choosing. The Internet picked up the 
two quotes and intimated that “all 
the Town’s residents” are averse to 
solar energy. Of course having already 
approved three such projects, that 
was far from the truth. The Town got 
too cramped for a fourth installation. 
The Town received vile profanity-
laced voice mails and enraged e-mails 
from around the country. The Town 
Council had tried to reassure people 
that the project wasn’t doomed by 
these irrational fears but because the 
legitimate setbacks from residential 
homes and the State Route leading 
into Town made it impossible. In 
my many years in working with 
local governments, I have found it 
impossible to “unring a bell”! Facts 
coming from elected officials at all 
levels of government are suspicious  
at best, but when the media inflames 
the situation there is no winner; 
everyone loses. Watch how you use 
it and be prepared to work with it the 
best you can.

“Now that the rush for fiber 
installation in our rights-of-way 

has begun to slow down, it seems 
there should be other ways for us to 
either make money or save money 
in those same areas. What’s the 
latest and greatest now?”

State and local governments can 
unlock substantial public value by 

discovering new ways to conceptualize 
their assets or operations. There is no 
better example than how more and 
more cities are now viewing their 
rights-of-way as underdeveloped 
resources rather than as liabilities 
merely requiring costly maintenance. 
This new thought process began a few 
years ago in street parking, when cities 
such as Indianapolis and San Francisco 
sparked an entirely new way to manage 
it. Cities today are partnering with 
technology providers to replace coin-
operated parking meters with systems 
that accommodate more cars, dynamic 
pricing, mobile payment platforms and 
solar-powered pay stations. Similar in 
some ways, New York City is converting 
its obsolete streetside payphones into 
revenue-producing interactive kiosks 
which will use advertising revenue 
to bring city residents gigabit-speed 
wireless Internet free of charge.

Now the State of Michigan has 
implemented a unique public-private 
partnership to save money on a smart 
lighting solution for state freeways 
in the Detroit metro area. The state 
is responsible for maintaining some 
15,000 freeway lights that illuminate 
those roads. In the past, most have 
been low-efficiency, high-maintenance 
sodium or metal-halide fixtures. Due to 
obstacles including fiscal constraints, 
chronic vandalism and copper theft, 
the lighting system was operating at 
only about 70 percent of its potential 
service level at this time last year. Poor 
lighting on freeways is associated 

with increased traffic accidents, and 
diminished regional economic activity 
to suboptimal performance of the 
lighting system was no small program.

Michigan found a way to make the 
freeways not only right and safer, 
but cheaper freeways, too. Rather 
than to continue with “business as 
usual,” the state chose to change 
its existing way of doing business. 
Rather than simply continuing 
to pay for maintenance activities, 
the Department of Transportation 
now purchases freeway lighting as a 
service from a private consortium of 
equity owners, designers, contractors 
and operations managers. The new, 
first-of-its-kind model no longer 
encourages contractors to replace bulbs 
unnecessarily but instead rewards 
energy efficiency and vigilant upkeep. 
The consortium is responsible for 
bringing the performance level of 
the lighting system up to 100 percent 
over the next two years by replacing 
inefficient bulks with high-efficiency 
LED fixtures, but it also is required 
to monitor, maintain and repair the 
system. State officials estimate that 
the project will save $18 million in 
energy costs over the course of the 
15-year contract—money that, in 
turn, is helping to fund the project. 
For more information, check out the 
article printed from: http://www.
governing.com/blogs/bfc/gov-turning-
infrastructure-liabilities-assets-
improve-services.html.
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MARKETPLACE

Products in the News

Tippmann Post Driving Equipment introduces 
side mount adapter for driving u-channel posts

Tippmann Side Mount 
Adapter fastens quickly to all 
u-channel posts ranging in 
size from 2 lb. per foot all the 
way up to a 4 lb. per foot post. 
Whether you are driving an 8 ft. 
post or a 14 ft. post, this adapter 
will allow you to drive from a 
height you are comfortable with 
and your feet on the ground. 
This adapter is equipped 
with 11 sturdy attachment 
pins, which fit all major 
manufacturer u-channel hole 
patterns. The side mount adapter is then held in place by a 
long retaining pin and clevis. Learn more about this adapter 
as well as view online video demonstrations by visiting 
propanehammer.com. Or call toll free for a free brochure: 
(866) 286-8046.

ClearSpan™ is the industry leader for sand and 
salt storage

ClearSpan™ 
Fabric 
Structures, 
the preferred 
choice for 
sand and 
salt storage, 
provides 
design-build and energy-efficient solutions for material, 
equipment and other storage needs. Just recently, the 
Township of Wayne Department of Public Works in Wayne, 
N.J., installed a 65’ wide by 100’ long ClearSpan Hercules 
Truss Arch building for their salt supply. The ClearSpan 
buildings feature abundant natural light and spacious 
interiors without support posts. With minimal foundation 
requirements, the structures can be permanent or 

temporary, and are easy to relocate. Made in the USA, they 
can be built to any length and up to 300’ wide. According 
to George Holzapfel, Wayne’s public works director, “[The 
building] is well received. Material stored is safe from the 
elements and access for trucks and equipment is excellent.” 
For more information, call 1-866-643-1010 or visit www.
clearspan.com/ADAPWA.

Reduce your slip and fall liability this winter 
with STAND-UP Freeze Resistant Liquid Deicer

New STAND-UP 
helps facilities 
mitigate their 
slip and fall 
liabilities by 
completely 
clearing away 
slippery ice 
and snow pack 
from their steps, 
walkways and ramps. STAND-UP is a great alternative to salt 
around facilities since it keeps working even after the sun 
goes down. STAND-UP will not track into buildings, and 
it will not damage expensive stamped concrete and brick 
pavers like salt can. For more information, watch a short 
video of STAND-UP in action at www.rhomar.com or call 
(800) 688-6221.

ILLUMAGEAR  improves individual safety in 
risky environments

ILLUMAGEAR is a Seattle-based company focused on 
improving individual safety in risky environments. 
Founded in 2012 by Max Baker and Andrew Royal, 
ILLUMAGEAR’s mission is to illuminate people working 
in high-risk environments, making them safer and more 
prepared. ILLUMAGEAR builds Personal Active Safety 
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Systems (tools, equipment, and software solutions) that 
lower the risk for people operating under hazardous 
circumstances. ILLUMAGEAR is focused on promoting real 
improvement in worker safety and bringing innovative 
products to market that define a new category of safety gear. 
For more information, visit www.illumagear.com.

WaterSmart Software: The proven leader in 
customer engagement solutions that save water 
and money

WaterSmart Software, a cloud-
based behavioral water efficiency 
platform, is moving beyond the 
residential market and expanding 
its platform to serve all utility 
meter classes. The award-
winning demand management 
solution now provides utilities an 
integrated view of water demand 
across all customers from single-
family homes to multi-family 
to commercial. WaterSmart’s 
technology is proven to triple 
customer engagement while 
improving water-use efficiency 
by as much as five percent. 
WaterSmart has over 50 partnerships with water utilities 
throughout the United States and has saved more than two 
billion gallons of water. For more information, visit www.
watersmart.com.

Be safe with 
Andy Access

Contractors, 
end-users and 
rental companies 
are urged to 
download free 
poster artwork for use in their daily operations, as part 
of the International Powered Access Federation’s 
latest Andy Access campaign promoting the safe use of 
mobile elevating work platforms (MEWPs), also called 
aerial work platforms (AWPs). Simple posters featuring the 
characters Andy Access and Hugh Hazard form the basis of 
this campaign. Three posters are featured in the launch and 
new posters will be released every few months. Each poster 
illustrates a specific safety message on how to use MEWPs 
correctly. Andy Access posters are available in several 
languages and artwork can be downloaded from www.ipaf.
org/andyaccess.

Jones Edmunds: Engineer of Record on Putnam 
County wastewater facility

Members of Jones Edmunds, the Putnam County Public 
Works, USDA Rural Development, Ortega Industrial 
Contractors and the Putnam County Department of 
Corrections commemorate the completion of Putnam 
County’s new wastewater facility at a ribbon cutting 
ceremony held on December 1, 2015. Jones Edmunds 
& Associates Inc., a Florida-based engineering and 
environmental sciences consulting firm, served as the 
Engineer of Record for the facility and worked closely with 
county staff on facility design and funding. The project 
includes two 0.150-MGD wastewater treatment plants 
and a low-pressure wastewater collection system, as well as 
three new regional lift stations and five miles of wastewater 
piping. For more information about Jones Edmunds, please 
see www.jonesedmunds.com.

Willow Creek Paving Stones introduces 
Eurostone 
pavers

Willow 
Creek™ 
Paving Stones 
introduces 
Eurostone™ 
pavers, the 
newest paver 
product in 
its line of 
durable and 
attractive paving stones. Eurostone pavers feature the 
texture of natural stone and are available in five colors: 
Mocha, Bleu, Crème, Black and Brik. As a classic solution 
for walkways, driveways, patios and other outdoor spaces, 
Eurostone pavers are suitable for both traditional and 
permeable applications. Permeable applications are ideal for 
municipalities with residential and commercial impervious 
footprint limits and are a best practice in stormwater 
management, reducing runoff while naturally infiltrating 
rainwater into the ground. For more information or to find 
the Willow Creek Paving Stones dealer nearest you, visit 
www.willowcreekpavingstones.com.
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Superintendent of Operations
Public Works Department
Village of Woodridge, Illinois

Position Responsibilities Include:
Manages, assigns, directs and exercises general supervision 
over department supervisors to effectively and efficiently 
execute the operational responsibilities within the areas of 
road maintenance, traffic control, facilities maintenance, 
forestry services, water services, stormwater management, 
fleet maintenance, snow and ice operations, and sewer 
services.

Communicates official plans, policies and procedures 
to staff and the general public. Responds to and resolves 
public inquiries and provides information within scope of 
knowledge and position.

Determines department operational priorities; develops 
strategies to assist in planning and coordinating activities. 
Responsible for recommending and implementing staff 
training and development.

Evaluates and recommends new programs, practices, and 
procedures. Investigates, evaluates and analyzes existing and 
proposed activities to improve department services, increase 
job productivity, and lower operational costs.

Enforces policies, regulations and safety standards.

Coordinates projects and directs departmental resources 
with other Village departments and other governmental 
agencies.

Assists in determination of work to be contracted; assists 
with and/or prepares specifications and documents for the 
bidding of contractor services. Responsible for contract and 
vendor supervision.

Assists in annual budget preparation process; ensures 
effective use of budgeted funds; performs cost control 
activities.

Provides advice, technical assistance, data collection and 
analysis, and reports and records to the Department and/or 
Assistant Director for various municipal programs.

Required Knowledge, Skills and Abilities
Knowledge of public works principles, practices and 
methods, and safety rules and regulations applicable to 
municipal setting.

Strong public relations and communication (oral and 
written) skills to communicate with employees, consultants, 
other governmental agencies, Village officials and general 
public.

High school diploma or GED and a minimum of five (5) 
years of supervisory and/or management experience in a 
public works environment.

Skill in operation of tools and equipment utilized in Public 
Works Department.

Computer proficiency utilizing Microsoft Office Suite.

Must have valid Illinois driver’s license at time of application 
and the ability to obtain a Commercial Driver’s License 
(CDL) endorsement within six (6) months of employment.

Position requires ability to walk through various field 
conditions, climbing, visual acuity and dexterity. Must be 
able to occasionally lift and/or move up to 40 pounds.

Must be available and willing to respond to emergency calls 
24 hours a day.

Bilingual skills a plus.

Salary and Benefit Information
This is a full-time, forty-hour-per-week position with an 
excellent benefit package, including family health, dental 
and life insurance, IMRF pension, vacation time, paid 
holidays and sick days. The salary range for this position is 
$83,532.80-$113,672.

Application Process
Applications may be obtained on the Village website: www.
vil.woodridge.il.us. Submit application and résumé to 
Human Resources, 5 Plaza Drive, Woodridge, IL 60517, fax 
to (630) 719-0021, or e-mail to hr@vil.woodridge.il.us. The 
application deadline is February 19, 2016.

Applicants with disabilities, who will need accommodations 
in order to complete any portion of the application, should 
contact the Administration Department.
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BONDADE®

800-321-7870
Email: info@transpo.com

Trial Offer:
transpo.com/Bondade.html

POT HOLE PROBLEMS?

Improve Bond with
No Mess, No Smell

 

SAFER STREETS 
for WINTER TRAVEL

• Brine Manufacturing 
Systems

• Direct Application 
Systems

• Overhead Spray 
Systems

• Prewetting Systems
• Pump Transfer 

Stations

 800-458-5123            www.gvminc.com

•	Fast,	easy,	safe		
	 sign	post	pulling
•	Lightweight,		
	 powerful	all		
	 steel	construction
•	Increase	efficiency		
	 &	reduce	costs
•	Pulls	U	channel,		
	 square	&	round	posts

Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089  •  Sales@JackJaw.com

www.jackjaw.com
Dealer	Inquiries	Welcome

Post Pulling 
Made Easy!

CA Public Works 2.125x3 Ad_F.indd   1 3/15/12   5:36 PM

YOUR AD 
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YOUR AD 
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Please call  
Fox Associates  

at (312) 644-3888  
for complete details.

Please call  
Fox Associates  

at (312) 644-3888  
for complete details.
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John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
(847) 395-6800

Public Works
Construction Management Specialists 

800-851-9664   www.bonnell.com
Rugged. Reliable. RIGHT!

Responsive People I Creative Solutions

www.rkk.com

2015 APWA MID-ATLANTIC CHAPTER
CONSULTANT OF THE YEAR

Full-Service Public Works Planning,
Design & Construction Engineering

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

888-206-2569       
WWW.BESTGASMONITORS.COM 
FREE	  SHIPPING IN THE CONTINENTAL U.S.	  

The Legacy Advantage:

Tension Fabric | Rigid Steel Frames
Design-Build | EPC | Full Construction
Rapid Installation | Corrosion Resistant

legacy@legacybuildingsolutions.com
320-258-0500 | LegacyBuildingSolutions.com

MYTH: 
All fabric buildings are alike

Untitled-1   1 3/12/2015   6:02:42 PM

Eliminating water in fuel 
systems since 1965

K-100.COM

We Make Water Burn!TM

STOP 
Gelling with 
K100 Fuel 
Treatment

YOUR AD 
COULD BE HERE

Please call  
Fox Associates  

at (312) 644-3888  
for complete details.

THE EASIEST 
WAY TO BUILD
VERSATILE • DURABLE • SECURE
PRECAST CONCRETE BUILDINGS

EASISETBUILDINGS.COM
866.252.8210

Easi-Set Buildings APWA db. sq. marketplace ad 2016.indd   112/4/2015   11:00:51 AM

Find your

EX 
FACTOR.
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WORLD OF PUBLIC WORKS CALENDAR

Asphalt Pavement Alliance, p. IFC
www.driveasphalt.org

Best Management Products, Inc.,  
p. 19
www.bmpinc.com

Blackhawk Technology Company,  
p. 13
www.blackhawkco.com

Bonnell Industries, p. 67
www.bonnell.com

Camosy Construction, p. 67
www.camosy.com

ClearSpan Fabric Structures,  
pp. 7, 66
www.ClearSpan.com/ADAPWA

Construction Accessories, Inc., p. 66
www.constructionaccessories.com

DOGIPOT, p. 17
www.DOGIPOT.com

Easi-Set Buildings, p. 67
www.easisetbuildings.com

EJCDC, p. 33
www.ejcdc.org

Garney Construction, p. IBC
www.garney.com

GVM Snow Equipment, p. 66
www.gvminc.com

K100 Fuel Treatment, p. 67
www.K-100.com

Legacy Building Solutions, p. 67
www.legacybuildingsolutions.com

McClellan Sales Inc., p. 67
www.mcsales.com

Oldcastle Precast, pp. 26-27
www.oldcastle.com

Plastics Pipe Institute, p. 21
www.plasticpipe.org

Precision Concrete Cutting, p. 66
www.SafeSidewalks.com

RHOMAR Industries, Inc., p. 47
www.rhomar.com

Rummel, Klepper & Kahn LLP, p. 67
www.rkk.com

Schwarze Industries, p. 67
www.schwarze.com

Solid Waste Association of North 
America, p. 35
www.SWANApalooza.org

Tippmann Industrial Products, p. BC
www.PropaneHammer.com

Trackless Vehicles LTD, p. 11
www.tracklessvehicles.com

Transpo Industries, Inc., p. 66
www.transpo.com

Volvo, p. 67
www.volvo.com

When you contact an advertiser regarding a product, please tell them you saw their 
ad in the APWA Reporter. Thanks! – The Editor
Legend: IFC = Inside Front Cover; IBC = Inside Back Cover; BC = Back Cover

PWX

2016  Aug. 28-31  Minneapolis, MN
2017  Aug. 27-30  Orlando, FL
2018  Aug. 26-29  Kansas City, MO

For more information, contact David Dancy at  
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to ddancy@apwa.net.

National Public Works Week: May 15-21, 2016

Always the third full week in May. For more information, 
contact David Dancy at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to  
ddancy@apwa.net.

North American Snow Conference
2016 May 22-25 Hartford, CT
2017 April 23-26 Des Moines, IA

For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at (800) 848-
APWA or send e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

UPCOMING APWA EVENTS

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS

FEBRUARY 2016
 14-17 American Society of Civil Engineers, Geotechnical & 

Structural Engineering Congress, Phoenix, AZ, www.
asce.org

18  First Annual 2016 National Road Research Alliance 
Conference, the University of Minnesota’s St. Paul, 
contact Glenn Engstrom, Director, MnDOT Office of 
Materials & Road Research at Glenn.engstrom@state.
mn.us

25  APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “How Do You Get 
to Step ‘A’ of Asset Management?”, (800) 848-
APWA, www.apwa.net

MARCH 2016
 1-4 Work Truck Show 2016, Indianapolis, IN, www.ntea.

com

APRIL 2016
 11-13 National Clean Water Policy Forum, Washington, DC, 

www.nacwa.org

 17-20 American Council of Engineering Companies Annual 
Convention, Washington, DC, www.acec.org

24-28 National Association of County Engineers, NACE 
2016, Tacoma, WA, www.countyengineers.org

May 2016
 15-21 National Public Works Week, (800) 848-APWA, 

www.apwa.net



TRUST 
THE BOOTS 
ON THE 
GROUND.

START YOUR PROJECT AT GARNEY.COM

ORLANDO, FL

SAN FRANCISCO, CA

NASHVILLE, TN

DENVER, CO ATLANTA, GA

MIAMI, FL

PHOENIX, AZ

KANSAS CITY, MO

WASHINGTON, DC

100% INVESTED IN YOUR PROJECT’S SUCCESS100% EMPLOYEE OWNED

You wouldn’t ask a mechanic to prepare your annual report. Or an architect to 
exercise your valves. WHY TRUST YOUR PROJECT TO ANYONE OTHER THAN THE 
CONTRACTOR WHO ACTUALLY BUILDS IT?

GARNEY. THE STRENGTH OF SELF-PERFORMANCE.



The NEW Propane Hammer E.F.I. allows for EASY Sign Post Installation

It’s sim
ple...H

it the button and the P
ost goes in the G

round!

POWERED BY A STANDARD 14.1 OZ. TANK
• One button Fuel Injected operation.

• NO Need To Adjust Pressure!
• Simple for 1 person to operate.

• Does not require an air compressor or 

  hydraulic unit.  SELF CONTAINED

• Weighs under 43 lbs.

DRIVE
• U-Channel Posts

• Telespar®  Posts

• T-Posts

• Etc.

• Drive up to 
75

Channel Posts
on 1 Tank
g

View demonstration
videos online.

Call TOLL FREE
for a Free Brochure:

866-286-8046 PropaneHammer.com
Tippmann Industrial Products, Inc.

View more          
information on the 

side mount  on 
page 62

Products in
the News.

100% Self Contained
Post Driving

YOU CAN ADD THE E.F.I. SYSTEM TO ANY 
YELLOW PROPANE HAMMER.

Side Mount Adapter allows for Simple
Driving of U-Channel Posts
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